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CHAPTERR FOUR 

LONGG DISTANCE NATIONALIS M 

Att this point one might very well wonder how Revolution could have possibly arrived to a colonial 

orderr which, as described and analyzed in the preceding two chapters, reached the eve of 

Independencee exhibiting considerable tranquility and prosperity and, notwithstanding some visible 

strains,, with all its main social and economic structures relatively robust and intact. Glib as it may 

sound,, the answer is that it arrived by mail, in the series of written communiques brought by official 

messengerss from Spain informing about the events in the Iberian Peninsula in the wake of the 

Napoleonicc invasion. Confronted with this 'exogenous' cause all the other supposedly 'endogenous' 

oness appear rather secondary or nonexistent. Mustered by nationalist historians in order to root the 

modernn nation in a colonial archeology were it would have subsisted and develop until finally 

breakingg free, with Independence, from centuries of colonial oppression, as Guerra and others have 

insistedd these endogenous causes either dissipate after careful scrutiny or, if not, appear at best 

secondaryy vis-a-vis the impact which the news from the Iberian peninsula had on the local practices 

off  government (Guerra, 1994:196-198; Skidmore, 1992:29). 

PostalPostal politics 

Thee ability that the news from abroad had of inducing truly catastrophic local effects may be 

understoodd after a brief summary. Reaching by sea Caracas and the other provincial capitals after a 

considerablee delay, the series of official communiques told a story of truly unimaginable and drastic 

socio-politicall  change. Harking back to the events on May 5th, 1808 when in Bayonne, France, 

Ferdinandd VII abdicated all his rights to the Spanish throne on behalf of Charles IV, his father, the 
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reportss outlined the contours of the widening void that the (temporary) demise of the Bourbon 

Monarchyy had left at the very heart of the Spanish empire.12 The rapidity with which, at the 

instigationn of Napoleon, the Spanish Crown vertiginously changed hands from Ferdinand to his 

fatherr and on to the French Emperor himself who, right away, anointed his own brother Joseph as 

Josephh I of Spain, certainly did not recommend the new king to his subjects. Indeed, any lingering 

doubtss concerning the king's lack of legitimacy would have been quickly dispelled by this very 

celerityy which made sufficiently salient that the sole foundation on which the new king's claims to 

thee monarchy rested was the brute fact of foreign intervention.13 Confronted with the flagrant 

spectaclee of the collapse which this intervention brought on the monarchy and of the obvious 

illegitimacyy of the figure that was installed in its wake, first the Spanish, and, then, the Crown's 

Americann subjects would not bring themselves to switch allegiances to someone whose only 

apparentt title to the Crown was to be Napoleon's brother. As a result, the void left by the demise of 

thee Bourbon monarchy remained empty, posing all across the Empire the issue of representation 

withh a hitherto unprecedented urgency (Burkholder, 1990:294-295; Guerra, 1992:118-122; 

1994:198-199;; Lombardi, 1982:118-119; Rodriguez, 1998:51; Skidmore, 1992:29-30; Williamson, 

1992:211-212). . 

Thee reactions to the perceived usurpation did not have to wait long. Soon to be followed by 

theirr American counterparts, already by the end of May, 1808, provincial juntas had formed in all 

thee major towns or 'pueblos' across Spain in response to the news of the abdication of Bayonne at 

thee beginning of that month, and to the thoroughgoing institutional crisis that the event had un-

12.. Just two months earlier, on March 1808, Charles TV was forced to himself abdicate on behalf of Ferdinand in the 
wakee of mounting popular pressure and in the midst of the vast economic crisis provoked by the war effort which, in 
alliancee with Napoleonic France, Spain was at the time conducting against England (Burkholder and Johnson, 1990: 
294). . 

13.. The fact of foreign intervention was visibly underscored by the presence in Spanish soil of fourty thousand french 
troop,, which Charles IV had authorized to cross Spain in their way to capture Lisbon. Stationed in Madrid during 
Charless IV's abdication on behalf of his son Ferdinand, the spectacle of these troops considerably dampened popular 
enthusiasmm during die festivities staged for the occasion. Later on, when Ferdinand's turn came to return the Crown to 
hiss father, the very fact that the scenario for the abdication was the French cityy of Bayonne, where Ferdinand was made 
prisonerr by Napoleon, and that the latter was the ultimate beneficiary of the whole event could not but further underline 
thee extent to which Spanish dynastic affairs had been made subordinate to French Imperial designs. 
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leashed.. Faced with the new monarch's perceived illegitimacy, everywhere the Spanish 'pueblos' 

articulatedd their  response to this anomalous situation in the 'pactist'  vocabulary which was familiar 

too them. In and of itself, the universality of the response should allay any doubts concerning the 

persistencee of 'pactism' withi n Bourbon Spain. It clearly indicates that, notwithstanding the official 

absolutism,, such 'pactism' remained as the tacit imaginary horizon within which these communities' 

relationshipss to the monarchy were largely framed. But the reasons why 'pactism' became the shared 

grammarr  of revolt against the perceived usurpation are not just empirical, having to do with the 

ideology'ss availability , but also discursive. For  obvious reasons relating to the absolutist ruler' s 

limitlesss discretionality, including, therefore, his discretionality to abdicate on behalf of whomever 

hee so wished, the absolutism of the Bourbons did not provide any grounds on which the popular 

reactionn against the usurpation could possibly stand (Guerra, 1992:123; 1994:202). Pactism, on the 

otherr  hand, assigned a clear  status to the 'people' or, more precisely, the pluralized and hierarchi-

callyy articulated 'pueblos' of the monarchy as its sole legitimate foundation. Hence the universality 

off  its appeal once the crown was transferred without the subject's approval to an upstart who, in 

addition,, was also a foreigner  (ibid: 123-129,199-208). 

Butt  to return sovereignty to the 'pueblo' was to immediately raise the issue of 

'representation''  to unprecedented levels. Which instance or  instances were to legitimately represent 

itt  in the abscence of the monarch on which, in a mythical moment of delegation, this people had 

willingl yy invested its sovereignty? What criteri a would orient the exercise of such representation 

andd how many would the representatives be as well as from which site or  sites were they to be 

drawn?? Last but not least, what would be the nature of the represented entity or  entities given the 

universall  appeal to a 'pactist*  vocabulary, with all its talk of traditiona l bodies and communities, in 

ann age, however, of bourgeois revolution presided over  by the imposing ghost of the French 

revolution?? The chain of events that was precipitated by the formation in Spain of the first 

provinciall  Juntas and which ultimately issued, some years later, in the creation of the new Latin 

Americann nations were all generated in the fraught space opened by this issue. Indeed, at least to a 

largee extent, these events may be understood in light of the dynamic which the devolution of 

sovereigntyy to the people unleashed over  an ever  expanding geographical scenario (Guerra, 

1992:129-144,177-198,318-350;;  1994:204-211,213-215,222-227). Following leads mostly from 
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Guerraa while strategically departing from his arguments in one crucial respect, I wil l therefore 

addresss next the main events leading to Independence precisely in terms of the dynamic tension 

causedd by, on the one hand, the attempts on the part of differentiall y positioned local actors to come 

too terms with the uncertainties and conundrums of representation, and on the other, the reactions 

whichh these attempts provoked. In so doing, I seek to retrieve from the historical record at least 

aspectss of the sociopolitical logic which animated the revolutionary movement against Spain. This, 

withh a view to the understanding of the kind of legacy which this revolutionary logic may have 

bequeathedd to the postcolonial predicament and of its bearing on the late nineteenth century 

fetishizationn of the Venezuelan state. 

Ass suggested above, already in the Iberian communities' response to the news of king 

Ferdinand'ss abdication one may readily discern the seeds of the catastrophic turbulence that would 

ultimatelyy break the Spanish empire apart. Adopted as early as the end of May, 1808, just a few 

weekss after  the events of Bayonne, the local communities' decision to disavow the newly imposed 

Kin gg while assuming sovereignty by electing its own representatives brought, lik e never  before, the 

issuee of representation to the public arena thereby turnin g it into an object of deliberation and 

contestation.. In other  words, in taking it from the realm of myth to that of everyday politics this 

decisionn transformed representation into a public issue opened to all sorts of opinions and 

contestations,, a fraught domain where the forces of 'modernity'  and 'tradition' , 'center'  and 

'periphery ''  would eventually converse, clash and hybridize—even disguising themselves as one 

another—acrosss an immense geographical expanse with hitherto unprecedented consequences. 

Yett  those consequences did not begin to make themselves felt until a few months later, 

whenn ulterior  institutional developments cast doubts on the legitimacy of the representative link . At 

thee beginning this legitimacy appeared unexceptional.. Backed as it was by the popular  vote, the 

representativee relation between the Provincial Juntas and the Spanish communities seemed 

transparentt  enough. The same may be said of the institutional body~the Central Junta-which, by 

latee August 1808 and with English militar y assistance, which these original Juntas from all over 

Spainn decided to create as their  single, shared representative. Instituted by them, the newly created 

Centrall  Junta that assembled in Aranjuez in September  1808 inherited from the Provincial Juntas 

theirr  representative legitimacy. For  similar  reasons also having to do with the elected character  of 
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itss members, just lik e the latter  this institutional body could also claim to have emanated from the 

wil ll  of communities all over  Spain. From this moment on, however, the transparency of 

representationn was all but lost. Due to the irresistible advance of a 350,000 strong invading French 

army,, already by December  1808 the central Junta had been "drive n by militar y defeats"  to Seville 

inn the south of Spain. When in January of 1809 this institution evacuated this city it did not do so, 

however,, without first  having "turne d over  its authority to a five member Regency". It was with this 

institutio nn that the problems began. 

Ass a non-elected body unilaterally designated by the Central Junta, the creation of the 

Regencyy immediately "raised the question of legitimacy"  (Burkholder , 1990:295) eliciting the first 

actss of open revolt against Iberian authority all throughout the colonies. Such an illegitimacy did not 

goo unacknowledged by the Central Junta and it was in order  to remedy it that, before dissolving, 

thiss institution 

calledd for  a cortes (parliament) to convene for  the purpose off  writin g a constitution. This 

wass a clear  break with Spanish constitutional experience and was tied to the same ideologi-

call  assumptions that had underpinned the American and French constitutions (ibid:295). 

Whil ee this decision launched the liberal revolution throughout the Spanish empire, in some ways it 

arrivedd too late since 

byy the time the Cortes opened in Cadiz on September  24,1810, a newly formed Junta in 

Caracass had already refused to acquiesce to the regency's authority . This first  open 

challengee to continued Spanish rule in the New World demonstrated that retaining the 

empiree would not be easy (ibid:297). 

Inn some other  crucial ways the decision to call to Cortes unwittingl y hastened the conflicts which 

ultimatelyy would shatter  the Empire. Raising as it did the hopes for  equal representation between 

Spainn and its overseas dominions, initiall y this decision "was received warmly by Creoles" 

(ibid:296).. Indeed, already in October, 1808, the Central Junta had resolved that the Cortes should 

havee American representatives. In September  22,1809 it issued a decree asking the two 
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viceroyaltiess and the four  captaincy-generals to designate each one representative for  the courts in 

Cadiz.. In general it may be said that, permeated with a strongly liberal rhetorics with its insistence 

onn citizen equality and popular  sovereignty, as well as expressing condemnation of a past of 

metropolitann supremacy now viewed as despotic, the decrees and proclamations from the Regency 

fosteredd the illusion among the American subjects that equality with Spain was just around the 

corner. . 

Nevertheless,, when it came for  the Cortes to decide on the thorny issue of the relative 

numberr  of representatives from both Spain and the Indies that would fil l its ranks, it showed itself 

considerablyy less generous than what the American subjects were led to expect from its earlier 

rhetoricss and promises. As a result, the number  of American representatives (thirty ) was never 

raisedd so that it would match the seventy-five Spanish members of parliament. Added to its failur e 

too fulfil l its other  major  promises concerning "fre e trade and an end to restrictions on agricultur e 

andd manufacturing"  (ibid:296) in the American dominions, the unwillingness of the Spanish 

parliamentt  to grant these dominions equal representation confirmed to many American subjects 

whatt  they already suspected, namely, the status of the American lands as colonies. Therefore, when 

aa prominent "peruvian bureaucrat and intellectual"  stated that the Cortes' 

antipodall  conduct has been the true origin of the desperation of the American peoples: [the 

Cortes]]  never  wanted to hear  their  complaints, nor  to listen to their  propositions (ibid: 296), 

hee was only voicing an opinion widely shared among Creoles throughout the Indies. 

Iff  we now turn from the Iberian peninsula to the Crown's overseas dominions we may 

addresss more directly the kinds of constraints under  which the issue of representation was perceived 

andd acted upon across the Atlantic , and, especially, in Venezuela. Before doing so, however, it is 

importantt  to keep in mind that when I allude to events in either  side of the Atlanti c I am not 

referrin gg to two separate and unrelated socio-political processes. Rather, in keeping with Guerra's 

illuminatin gg intuition , I regard as part of the same single revolutionary process the momentous 

sociopoliticall  turbulence which, at the time, rippled across the entire Spanish empire from Buenos 

Airess to Madri d (Guerra, 1994:195; see also Rodriguez, 1998:XI). Beyond the obvious wealth of 

uniquee historical and socio-cultural inflexions which, at any time and place, characterized the 
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phenomenon,, what was nevertheless at stake in the events in both Spain and the Americas was the 

unfoldingg of the liberal revolution which elsewhere, in both France and the United States, had 

alreadyy thoroughly refashioned the political landscape. Started in Spain and, as much as in 

neighboringg France, unwittingl y prepared by the very enlightened cultural practices, ideologies and 

policiess of the absolutist monarchy, this revolutionary process everywhere signaled the advent of a 

uniquelyy Hispanic modernity. In this regard the Constitution promulgated in 1812 by the Cortes in 

Cadizz was a foundational chart not only for  what went on in Spain but, also, for  the revolutionary 

fermentt  all across the Americas. Although proclaiming a hereditary Constitutional monarchy, in 

wrestingg from the monarch many of the powers that he had traditionall y wielded and investing 

sovereigntyy in the nation while, simultaneously, institutin g a strict separation of powers the Cadiz 

constitutionn fundamentally redesigned the structure of the polity along clearly liberal lines (Guerra, 

1994:221). . 

Dependingg on which side of the Atlanti c one is talking the revolution did, however, obey 

clearlyy different rhythms, designs and intensities. One should, therefore, abstain from ascribing 

anachronisticc motivations to the decision by the Caracas cabildo when, on Apri l 19,1810, it refused 

too acknowledge the authority of the Spanish Regency and, after  enlargement, constituted itself into 

aa Junta for  the Preservation of the Rights of Ferdinand VIL Soon to be followed by other  similar 

eventss both in Venezuela and throughout the Americas, as mentioned before this initiativ e marked 

thee first  time ever  that Spanish authority was officiall y disavowed in the New World . Far  from 

diminishingg the event's historical significance, the decision not to read any decidedly liberal or, 

evenn less, separatist meanings into it simply aims to return the Cabildo's decision to a historicit y 

whichh the rulin g teleologies often suppress. Whil e placing the event in a distinctively nationalist 

genealogy,, the common move by historians of discerning hidden separatist intentions in the 

Cabildo'ss decision to disobey the Regency while, simultaneously, declaring loyalty to the monarch 

indeedd substitutes historical outcomes for  what was a much more messy, uncertain situation. A 

situation,, moreover, that only got sorted out amidst contesting alternatives and extraordinaril y 

difficul tt  circumstances. 

Thiss would be the case even if one cannot discount the significance of a relatively small yet 

tightl yy organized and highly articulate minorit y which, inspired on the examples of the French and 
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Americann revolutions, actively conspired to bring about Independence. While, as so often happens 

inn uncertain circumstances where the upper  hand goes to the radicals, this minorit y eventually 

succeededd in imposing its criteri a on the majority , there are no compelling reasons to doubt the 

sincerityy of the majority' s initia l feelings of loyalty towards the monarch imprisoned by Napoleon. 

What,, then, could possibly account for  the extraordinaril y rapid turn of events whereby virtuall y the 

samee political actors which, on Apri l 19, 1810, declared their  loyalty to the King went on, shortly 

overr  a year  later  and almost unanimously, to declare Independence? 

Inn order  to understand the above outcome one should attend to the interpenetration of both 

locall  and translocal circumstances. Locally, the uncertainty regarding the sources of authority 

provokedd by the conflicting news that, few and far  in between, arrived from the Iberian Peninsula 

ledd to a rapidly deteriorating political situation and to the need for  urgent solutions to the problem 

off  government (Carrera Damas, 1986:8,42,63-71). And, translocally, the dubious representative 

legitimacyy and apparent fragilit y of the institutions that had been set up in Spain to rule the Indies 

didd not especially recommend them as a solution to this problem. Added to the reports of a total 

collapsee of the Spanish resistance to the French, this lack of representative legitimacy eventually 

weakenedd the colony's resolve to remain loyal to the existing Spanish authorities making the 

alternativee of self-government appear  superior. It is true that the latter  was unambiguously assumed 

inn the king's name and as a temporary measure designed to fil l the vacuum of government before 

hiss eventual return. Yet self-government unavoidably generated its own momentum, and, 

eventually,, the circumstances were such that the step from it towards Independence was 

dramaticallyy shortened. 

BullyingBullying for independence 

Butt  before reaching to conclusions I need to review briefly the local circumstances as they 

weree shaped in interaction with the conflicting news arrivin g from Spain in the period preceding the 

colony'ss decision to assert self-government and, soon afterwards, declare Independence. On July 16, 

1808,, the day following the arrival of two French officers with news about the events in Bayonne 

andd Napoleon's cession of the crown to his brother, riots broke out in the squares and streets of 

Caracass amidst expressions of solidarity to the deposed king. During the afternoon of that very day, 
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andd in an atmosphere of enthusiastic devotion, the population swore allegiance to Ferdinand VII . 

Bowingg to popular  pressure, already by the next day the frenchified Captain General Las Casas set 

upp a Junta with delegates from the different corporate bodies decided to uphold the King' s rights. 

Wit hh the excuse that it did not represent the citizens, just a few days later  this initia l Junta was 

replacedd by a second body which in every respect was quite similar  to its predecessor  with, 

however,, "one notable innovation: the 'plebs' was to be represented"  (Madariaga, 1969:116). 

Soonn to be followed by similar  initiatives from the other  Venezuelan provinces, in reacting 

too the perceived usurpation by setting up a Junta for  the preservation of the captive king's rights the 

populationn from Caracas did not stray from the general pattern of the Spanish revolt just two 

monthss earlier. From the start the Venezuelan Juntas acknowledged Iberian authority and, lik e their 

Spanishh counterparts, also went on to pay obeisance to the Junta Central that convened in Aranjuez 

inn September  1808. Beyond general similarities, one nevertheless may already detect in the initia l 

reactionn from Caracas to the events in Spain the main dramatis personae that would only achieve 

full-blow nn participation in the historical drama that was about to commence. To stay briefl y with 

thee somewhat hackneyed metaphor  of "rnstoi^-as-an-unfoltöng-drama' one might say that, still 

nowadayss with us, these main actors or  forces have not exited the historical stage since they first 

enteredd it in the years immediately preceding Independence. 

Thee character  of the reciprocal relations between these main actors or  forces has not, 

however,, remained constant, and neither  has the value and significance of their  relative identities. 

Rather,, I argue that, depending on the prevailing circumstances, these relations have over  time 

crystallizedd into either  one of the two alternative figures which, in very broad outline, sociality has 

historicallyy adopted in Venezuela since its beginnings as a nation. Whil e each of these figures 

articulatess the same basic elements as the other  yet in different and, to some extent, symmetrically 

opposedd constellations, the pendulous swing between the two comes as close as it gets to the 

realizationn of a historical constant. Amounting to a kind of 'longue duree' of Venezuelan historicity , 

soo far  this alternation has in some ways succeeded in reducing all historical alternatives to the terms 

off  a perverse recurrence. I realize, of course, how much all this smacks of structuralism, something 

lik ee the 'gumsa' and 'gumlao' of Venezuelan historicit y dictating its intellegibilit y just beneath the 

flowflow of appearances (Leach, 1964). As Derrida and others insist, however, far  from excluding it 
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repetitionrepetition both presupposes and brings about difference. Since here as elsewhere the devil is in the 

detailss I must, however, proceed with the details of the historical demonstration before at all 

arguingg how change indeed comes about withi n the premises of what only from some angles and 

forr  some purposes may be regarded as an unchanging structure. 

What,, then, are these main actors or  forces that, according to what was just said, already 

insinuatedd themselves in the historical stage a mere three years before Independence with the 

Caracass cabildo's decision to follow the Spanish example and set up a Junta for  the defense of the 

rightsrights  of the captive monarch? Two of them~i.e., the state as a "reflexive"  construct, in the sense 

thatt  Schaub says was absent during the colony (Schaub, 1998:33), and the local elites as a relatively 

homogeneouss category formed by both Creoles and Spaniards-figure amply in most accounts of 

Independence.. With some notable partial exceptions the thir d actor  has, however, been considerably 

lesss thematized often being reduced to the background status of a more or  less malleable 

accompanimentt  to the actions of the other  two main protagonists. I am, of course, referrin g to the 

'plebs''  which, much as an enigmatic blot, makes such a surprising appearance in the surface of 

Madariaga'ss statement. According to Madariaga, the reason that was alleged at the time for 

replacingg the Junta that the Captain General had just set up with a second institutional body also 

calledd by that name was the original institution' s lack of representative status. Since Madariaga also 

inform ss us that the composition of the two successive Juntas was virtuall y the same, this enigmatic 

'plebs''  is all that is left to set them apart. In other  words, in the absence of any other  specification, 

onee would have to assume that the 'plebs' was the crucial element on whose presence or  absence the 

entiree issue of representation leading to the replacement of one junta by the other  ultimately hinged. 

Arguably,, this largely unthematized 'plebs' has thus far  also been the most powerfully 

unhingingg factor  in Venezuelan history. Indeed, it is because of its stubborn insistence as an 

excessive,, largely unassimilable population that, in some respects, it is possible to describe the 

historyy of the nation as a pendulous swing between alternative and largely symmetrically opposed 

figuress of the social. In some ways historically crystallized in response to the 'plebs', each of these 

alternativee figures in turn turns into its opposite due to its own inner  instabilities provoked by the 

veryy inabilit y to deal with the threat that the presence of a supernumerary population constantly 

poses.. In this regard, one may say that the 'plebs' persists in the historical process as a largely 
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undigestedd kernel inducing constant turmoi l and transmutation in the forms of the social. 

Inn what follows I wil l have much opportunity to refine the above argument, for  example, by 

indicatingg that it alludes to historical tendencies and not to any clear-cut empirical happenings. 

Ratherr  than undiluted figures whatt  the historical record mostly yields is a variety of hybrid and 

continuouslyy changing configurations of forces, meanings and historical actors that only under 

exceptionall  historical circumstances may be said to have settled into anything approaching either  of 

thee two just mentioned polar  possibilities. Nevertheless, as I argue and wil l selectively document, it 

iss at any time possible to discern in the flow of events a distinct tendency for  things to move in the 

directionn of one or  the other  of the two extreme alternatives between which, so far, Venezuelan 

historyy has remained locked. Hopefully, I wil l also manage to dispel any possible impression of 

flatnesss and numbing regularity by suggesting how differences and transformations are also 

immanentt  in what, in some respects, indeed amounts to a reiteration of the past. For  now I must, 

however,, return to the liminal period stretching between the colony and the beginnings of the 

republicc so as to indicate how, from the very start, the supernumerary plebs wrecked havoc and 

instilledd instabilit y in the institutions that, instituted for  the purpose of self-government, were in part 

alsoo designed to bring about its control. 

Beforee doing so a clarification is nevertheless in order. When I said before that the 'plebs', 

thee 'elite' and the 'state' entered the historical stage during the years immediately preceding and 

followingg Independence, I may have seemed to be going back on arguments put forward in the 

previouss chapter  and which, indeed, appeared to have made much of the relevance of these very 

samee actors to the colonial regime. This is only an appearance. To begin with, following Schaub, I 

arguedd in that chapter  that what is now called the colonial state was in effect a maze of particularis -

ticc ties focused on the figure of the King and lacking in the state-concept by which the structures of 

governmentt  are nowadays reflexively constituted. For  anything lik e the notion of a relatively 

autonomouss structure of government having sovereignty over  a territor y to historically come about, 

governmentt  itself must have been first  severed from the figure of the monarch as the organizing 

personalizedd wil l at the center  of it all. It is precisely this momentous historical transformation that, 

II  argue, first insinuated itself in Venezuela with the decision of the members from the Caracas' 

cabildoo to reject the emissaries from France and, following the example of the Iberian communities, 
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sett  up the two successive Juntas for  the preservation of the rights of the Spanish king imprisoned by 

Napoleon. . 

Thiss is so because, even if still pledged to the authorities in Spain, these institutions amount 

too the first  unofficial yet nonetheless effective historical attempts to define locally the structures of 

government,, a move whereby political authority was asserted over  the territor y of the Caracas' 

provincee on largely local grounds. Indeed, the very fact that whatever  was left of Spanish authority 

inn the Peninsula was thoroughly engaged in the war  effort against Napoleon meant that, for  all 

practicall  purposes and beyond the largely symbolic expressions of allegiance, the business of 

governmentt  was to be conducted on largely local grounds and with precious littl e supervision from 

thee metropolis. Beyond any explicit declarations of allegiance to the Spanish authorities, it is only 

withh this implici t attempt to define rule in largely local terms that something like a proto-state may 

bee said to have first insinuated itself in Venezuelan territory . If to this we add the hitherto 

unthinkablee absence of the monarch, we are already at this early stage in the presence of the 

constellationn of factors out of which,, under  the right  circumstances, a thoroughly reformulated 

politicall  economy of rule, of which the modern state is an integral component, would eventually 

emerge. . 

Itt  is, of course, true that the above historical possibility could only begin to take shape as a 

reall  alternative in the wake of the colony's decision, in 1810, to disobey the Regency and explicitly 

assertt  self-government. Nevertheless, even if undertaken in the name of the deposed Monarch, in 

thee 1808 attempt to implicitl y define local government on largely local grounds against the daunting 

horizonn of an imprisoned monarch and a metropolis occupied by a foreign invader  we may already 

discernn the outline of a novel form of government that reflexively finds in itself the very principles 

off  its own authorization. In other  words, beyond what any contemporary actors may have actually 

thoughtt  or  desired at the time, the logic of the situation created by the decision was such that, so to 

speak,, "objectively,"  it already harbored the seeds of such a reformulation. 

Muchh of what was said in the previous chapter  would, however, seem to intimate that if not 

thee state then, at least, something like the presence of relatively unified elites along with that of an 

unassimilatedd 'plebs' were constitutive of the colonial order. Nevertheless these, also, are 

retrospectivee constructs to which much of what was just said regarding the state equally applies. 
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Namely,, that their  emergence as meaningful realities endowed with social consequences entailed 

thee disappearance of the King as the pinnacle and hub of the social order. What was there before is 

aa more or  less articulated set of differentiated orders and states, each relating on its own to the King, 

whichh only in hindsight may be singularly designated as an elite. As for  the 'plebs', I have already 

alludedd to the contortions that the colonial order  underwent so as to name an excess that 

continuouslyy eluded its classiflcatory grid. For  this unfathomable excess to somehow come into 

beingg as a 'people', even if irreconcilably divided against itself, nothing less than the nominating 

magicc of an emergent republican vocabulary was needed. 

Itselff  premised on the disappearance of the monarch it is this republican vocabulary that, in 

itss emergence, released the historical possibilities enabling the supernumerary 'plebs' from the 

colonyy to achieve the historical status of a relatively autonomous force, hi Ferdinand VIT s 

imprisonmentt  by Napoleon—a daunting and previously unthinkable event that in the eyes of the 

subjectss left, for  the foreseeable future, the Spanish throne vacant-the momentous event of the 

king'ss disappearance was already intimated. I argue here that such a disappearance was itself the 

preconditionn for  the constitution of the 'people' into something lik e a collective actor  out of the 

excesss population of the colony. In other  words, even if in the closing decades of the colony the 

generalizationn of the appellative 'pardo' already intimated such a possibility, for  this population to 

reflexivelyy constitute itself into something like a collective, homogeneous actor  it was necessary 

thatt  the structures of address representing the king were no longer  in place. As it was suggested in 

thee previous chapter, while he was still around at least segments of the 'pardo' population could find 

somee sort of accommodation within the colonial order  through their  ad hoc interpellation in the 

namee of the king by one or  another  local institution . As for  the rest of this population, as mentioned 

beforee it either  made a livin g in the interstices of the colony or  roamed as nomadic ranchers, bandits 

orr  both the vast plains just south of the main populated areas along the northern Atlanti c front . 

Existingg largely beyond its reach, in neither  of these two cases the excess pardo population 

seriouslyy threatened the existence or  stability of the colonial order  within which, as a 

supernumeraryy 'plebs', it was neither  included nor, even less, represented. 

Forr  this population to reflexively constitute itself with a shared, common identity that, as in 

Madariaga'ss reference to the two initia l Juntas, already, from early on, pushes to be represented the 
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disappearancee of the monarch must have at least insinuated itself in the horizon as an imminent 

possibility.. To use Laclau expression, only such a possibility could have unleashed the "logic of 

equivalences""  enabling hitherto largely heterogeneous populations to start actively thinkin g of 

themselvess as of the same kind, belonging to one and the same grouping or  category (Laclau, 

1996:39).. A grouping, moreover, that no sooner  it was incipiently constituted than it was also 

deliveredd by the vanishing presence of the monarch to an unprecedented and dangerous 

vulnerabilit yy vis-a-vis other  sectors of the colony, especially the white aristocracy. As in 

Pirandello'ss famous play, bereft of any reference points on which to hang its newly found 

commonalityy the reconstituted 'plebs' of the closing years of the colonial regime began roaming the 

uncertainn landscapes of the colony before Independence much like a character  in search of an 

author.. We will see that during the wars following the declaration of Independence, after  the king's 

demisee had been already dully certified by this momentous event, such a search for  authorization 

wouldd acquire intensely agonal tones in the back and forth whereby the disenfranchised masses 

switchedd allegiances between the insurrects and the king. 

Butt  before that even happened, it is already possible to discern the mute yet forceful imprin t 

off  the 'plebs' in the main turn of the political events during the final years of the colony just before 

Independence.. Never  speaking in its own words, the trace of the plebs nevertheless dwells in the 

words,, the decisions and the initiatives of others. Its momentous impact on the main course of 

eventss may be retrieved from the many statements in the colonial archives that make passing 

referencee to its disturbing agency while carefully avoiding in any way thematizing or, even less, 

legitimizingg the pleb's role by, for  example, discerning within its ranks the seat of any novel form of 

sovereignty.. Yet, regardless of how seemingly circumstancial are the constant references to the 

pressuree of the anonymous populace in the late colonial and Independence archives, without taking 

itss relentless, ongoing pressure into account it is, indeed, difficul t if not altogether  impossible to 

makee sense of why, often against their  best intentions and expectations, the elite majorit y loyal to 

thee King was eventually swayed in the direction of independence by the separatist minority . Exerted 

onn the main official protagonists every step of the way, it was this pressure that, I propose, 

ultimatelyy accounts for  the decision to sever  ties from the metropolis and declare Venezuela an 

independentt  nation. 
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Althoughh elements of this argument may be found in a number  of Venezuelan authors, 

especiallyy those of a marxist persuasion, I have not found it formulated this bluntl y in the relevant 

secondaryy literature. Nevertheless, if one pays close attention to most accounts of the process finall y 

leadingg to Independence, it is hard to escape the conclusion that most of the crucial steps on the way 

too this outcome would not have been at all taken were it not for  the existence of a continuous and 

considerablee popular  pressure. This is not to say that popular  opinion and sentiments always 

remainedd favorable to the cause of Independence; they didd not. But whether  for  or  against, the 

constantt  presence of a supernumerary population remained all throughout the revolutionary process 

cruciall  to the configuration and significance of the main events, both before and after  Independence 

wass declared. And, in any case, at least during the crucial journeys that, in Caracas, led to the 

momentouss declaration, the evidence suggests that popular  pressure consistently stayed behind the 

mostt  radical positions, thereby instillin g instabilit y in all the successive institutional arrangements 

andd configurations of forces that preceded the event. 

II  have already mentioned how it was the requirement to represent the 'plebs' that, in all 

likelihood,, accounts for  the decision during July, 1808 of replacing the initia l Junta set up by the 

Captainn General for  a substitute one that, in all but this crucial respect, was identical to its 

predecessor.. This event officialized the entry of the popular  sectors as a horizontal collectivity into 

thee public stage which, for  the most part, they did not leave until almost a century after  the 

declarationn of Independence when a novel regime, with General Gomez at its helm, finally 

succeededd in pushing the masses away from this conspicuous location into the margins of public 

life.. But this is another  story; what I need to doo now is to resume the narration where I left it with 

thee setting, during July, 1808 of a second Junta that made allowance for  the representation of the 

populace. . 

Forr  the most part during the remaining months of 1808 and all throughout 1809 lif e was 

livedd in the colony amidst the disturbing news of the situation in Spain in the wake of the 

Napoleonicc invasion. Arrivin g with the many letters carried by vessels entering the ports of La 

Guairaa or  Puerto Cabello, these news often intimated the near  collapse of Spanish authority under 

thee onslaught of the invading French army. Although, especially during 1809, the situation in Spain 

wass bad enough, as Madariaga puts it, distance made "th e news that reached the cities overseas (...) 
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seemm more alarming"  (Madariaga, 1998:123). And things only got worst. Thus, by the end of 

January,, 1810, confronted with the imminent possibility of falling into French hands the Junta 

Centrall  decided in Cadiz to dissolve itself not, however, without first having delivered its own 

powerss to a five member Regency that from then on would rule in its stead. From the beginning, 

however,, this new governing body saw its legitimacy sapped not just by its already mentioned lack 

off  representativeness but by the disastrous circumstances that preceded its establishment. Among 

these,, the recent defeat of the Spanish forces in the battle of Ocana and the ensuing fall of the city 

off  Seville to the French were surely the most damaging (ibid). 

Theirr  negative significance amplified by the uncertainties and the accumulation of rumors 

thatt  distance makes possible, the above where just the last in a string of bad to worse news to have 

hitt  the colony over  a period of two years. When, therefore, on Apri l 18,1810 the new Captain 

Generall  Emparan resolved to have posted "i n all public places"  the news that, just a few days 

earlier,, had reached the province of Caracas detailing the latest "anarchy and failure in the 

Peninsula,""  his decision may be said to have been the final straw drawing a period of great 

uncertaintyy concerning the locus of local authority to a close (ibid). In other  words, in confirming 

thee prevailing sense in the colony off  a complete collapse of any viable authority on the Peninsula, 

thee publicized information fell on grounds that a string of bad news had ripened for  the assertion of 

self-government.. Given the king's pivotal place in the local economy of rule, it is enough to take 

intoo account the considerable anxiety which his prolonged absence must have occasioned in the 

colonyy in order  to understand why the need to assume locally political control over  its territor y was, 

indeed,, pressing. If to this generalized uncertainty we add the news of the recent events in Haiti , we 

mayy further  understand why it was so urgent to find local solutions to the problem of government. 

Broughtt  by refugees fleeing the island in the wake of a massive slave rebellion where the majorit y 

off  the white planter  population was either  butchered or  forced to flee and their  possessions set 

aflame,, these news could not but have brought further  home the need to find some form of stable 

politicall  rule. In a place like Venezuela where the composition and social structure of the local 

populationn was not all that different from that of neighboring Haiti to delay indefinitely finding 

suchh a solution to the problem of government was, literally , to play with fire (Carrera Damas, 

1986:95). . 
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Thee establishment of self-rule followed a series of moves and countermoves ending with the 

renunciationrenunciation of Emparan to his post as Captain General, pressured to doo so by Cabildo members 

memberss backed by a considerable crowd parked on the main central square just outside the 

buildin gg of the Municipal Council. Having disavowed the authority of the Spanish Regency, finally , 

afterr  enlargement, on Apri l 19,1810 the assembled cabildo decided to constitute itself into a 

Supremee Junta for  the Preservation of the Rights of Ferdinand VII . With this decision, autonomous 

self-governmentt  was officiall y started in the province of Caracas. As the word "Supreme"  indicates 

unambiguously,, until the return of the legitimate monarch to the crown in Spain no other  governing 

bodyy would stand higher  than the Caracas' Junta which, as a result, effectively assumed sovereignty 

overr  the province: 

inn the name of Ferdinand VH measures were taken which implied complete sovereignty. 

Countt  Tovar, the aged father  of one of the Cabildoo leaders, was made a Field Marshal; 

freedomfreedom of trade was granted to friendly  and neutral nations; export duties were abolished; 

Indianss were relieved of their  taxes, and, later, slave traffi c was prohibited. An academy was 

foundedd for  the study of mathematics and a patrioti c society for  fostering agricultur e and 

industry,, The "philosophic"  trend of the new masters revealed itself in their  attitudes toward 

thee Church. The archbishop was officiall y informed that churches would be closed and 

streett  processions forbidden "unti l things are organized (Madariaga, 1952:128-129). 

Thee Cabildo's decision in Apri l 19,1810 to assume autonomous governmental control over  the 

provincee of Caracas or  Venezuela may be said to finall y have made official a de facto situation 

which,, as I have argued, to a considerable extent already existed since July, 1808 with the 

establishmentt  of the two initia l Juntas. Namely, the constitution of aproto-state exercising 

sovereignn authority over  the entire territor y of the province. 

One,, however, should beware from drawing overly ambitious conclusions from the 

reconfiguredd institutional situation that would assume that the declaration of Independence on July 

5,1811,, littl e over  a year  after  the Cabildo's separatist decision from 1810, was all but preordained. 

Thee connection between the two events is far  less straightforwar d than what nationalist interpre-

tationss all too readily assume. In order  to ascertain the true stakes in the former  event one should 
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focuss briefly on the language that the Cabildo used to justify its decision of setting up an 

autonomouss government, not accountable to the Regency in Spain. According to the proceedings 

thiss decision was itself necessitated by 

thee impossibility in which that very government [the Regency] finds itself of attending to 

thee security and prosperity of these territorie s and of administering full justice in all affairs 

whichh fall under  the Supreme authority. 

Itt  is due to this situation of misgovemment that the Cabildo found itself, on grounds of "natura l 

law,""  justified to 

sett  up within the very bosom of these countries a system of government calculated to make 

goodd these deficiencies, through the exercise of the right  of sovereignty which owing to this 

veryy fact was vested again in the people (ibid: 128). 

Al ll  that the above reasoning tells us is that, at least until 1810, the majorit y of the cabildo members 

weree still largely thinkin g and acting within the strictures of a 'pactist'  framework for  which in the 

eventuall  absence of the King sovereignty devolves to the people. Far  from any covert 

independentistt  aspirations, the most that on the basis of this reasoning one can attribut e to the 

majorit yy of the Cabildo members is a desire for  a reformulated monarchy where constituent 

kingdomss such as the Venezuelan Captaincy General were allowed larger  degrees of autonomy. In 

thiss regard to even characterize the 1810 decision as "separatist,"  as I have done following 

Madariaga,, is somewhat misleading. There is nothing strictly separatist in the cabildo's decision 

which,, far  from promoting any separation from Spain, merely states the necessity for  an 

autonomouss government until the King is returned to the Crown, thereby putting an end to an 

anomalouss situation where no institution in the Peninsula could either  claim to legitimately 

representt  the various peoples of the monarchy or, even less, effectively govern the monarchy's vast 

transatlanticc possessions. As for  the declaration of independence, the gap between it and the 

colony'ss assertion of self-government of the previous year  is, indeed, large enough that no amount 

off  evolutionary reasoning can do justice to the radical novelty of the event. 
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Onee cannot begin to understand how, withi n the space of just a few months, such an 

outcomee could have possibly come about without bringing the political on board as a dimension 

welll  in excess of any such evolutionary teleologies. Or, what here amounts to the same, without 

takingg into account the conspiratorial activities of a small yet highly radicalized and vocal group of 

revolutionariess and the popular  pressure that, at every crucial juncture, they brought to bear  on the 

loyalistt  majorit y so as to sway it in the direction of Independence. Organized around the Patrioti c 

Society,, a sort of Jacobin club modeled after  the ones that were active in the French revolution, this 

minorit yy included among its members young representatives from some off  the most powerful creole 

familiess of the province, Simon Bolivar  being the one that eventually would achieve the greatest 

preeminence.. The existing records suggest an intensely vital association, bursting with political 

energiess and ideals and meeting regularly in the private houses of some of the members to discuss 

inn public the current political events in an atmosphere of egalitarian exaltation far  removed from the 

prevailingg hierarchies: 

Inn these sessions, which took place during the evenings from six o'clock on and sometimes 

endedd very late, members from all the different social classes participated, and, something 

quitee unusual, also women from the diverse corporate bodies (Lollet Calderin, 1992:609). 

Itt  is nowadays hard to imagine the impact of this Society on a colonial order  which had in the 

exclusionn of both women and the majorit y Pardo population from any public deliberations one of 

it ss main constitutive principles. 

Butt  the innovation was not solely sociological, however, restricted to the political inclusion 

off  hitherto excluded social groups and categories. It also consisted in the introduction of a novel 

republicann imaginary, complete with elaborate rituals, songs and other  forms of public expression. 

Thus,, on Apri l 19,1811, exactly one year  after  the creation of the Junta Suprema and the colony's 

officiall  assertion of self-rule and only three months before the Declaration of Independence the 

memberss of the Society resolved to commemorate the former  date by both "erecting a Tree of 

Freedom''  and (by) displaying in the facade of the association's headquarters"  the portrait s of Gual 

andd Espana, the two leaders of the first  aborted republican insurrection against Spanish domination 

inn the closing years of me eighteenth century (ibid). With clear  Jacobin antecedents, the former 
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initiativ ee is the first  recorded instance in Venezuela in a long series of ritual  commemorations and 

performancess that, extending into the present and ranging from school celebrations to the core 

secrett  ritual s of groups of conspirators, all have republican trees as their  foci. Harking back to a 

(mythical)) oath taken around an emblematic tree by a group of conspirators within the army, the 

presentt  Chavez regime is the latest avatar  in Venezuela of this kind of arborescent political 

imaginary.. As for  the display of the portrait s of the two revolutionary leaders, one may see this act 

ass the beginning of a civic cult premised on the withdrawal from all public places of the effigies of 

thee monarchs and their  replacement with those of republican heroes. 

Otherr  forms of collective expression also signaled the beginnings of an unprecedented and 

stronglyy egalitarian civic culture. Thus the revolutionary songs and hymns sung in the milieu of 

bothh the Patriotic Society and at least one other  revolutionary association, the Club of the Sans 

Culottess (Club de los Sin Camisa), of which there is littl e remaining notice (Perez Vila, 

1992b:696).. Federico Brit o Figueroa, for  example, calls attention to the club's gatherings where 

whitee revolutionaries mingled with members from the other  subaltern groups including pardos, 

mulattoess and free blacks and danced to the tune of revolutionary melodies like the following, 

borrowedd from a Jacobin repertoire: 

Evenn if poor  and without a shirt 

II  have to throw a ball 

where,, instead of the guitar, 

thee cannons will resound. 

Thatt  all the sans culotte dance 

andd hail to the tune, the tune of the cannon (Brit o Figueroa, 1987:1284). 

Anotherr  revolutionary song which would eventually become the Venezuelan national anthem called 

forr  the overthrowing of despots and for  the "whole of America"  to follow the example "given by 

Caracas""  on Apri l 19, 1810 and declare self-rule. Although the origins of this song have been traced 

backk to thee gatherings of the Sociedad Patriotica, the available evidence indicates that it was already 

sungg in the different towns of Venezuela in the wake of the events of Apri l 19,1810, thus, several 

monthss before the club was created in December  of that very year. Nevertheless, the very fact that 
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itss lyrics have been attributed to one of the founding members of the Sociedad Patriotica, Vicente 

Salias,, is suggestive of the kind of radical imaginary which, from the start, went into the founding 

off  the Society (Perez Vila, 1992a:473). 

Contemporariess were quite aware of the dangerous innovation that an association lik e the 

Sociedadd Patriotica represented for  the local colonial order. Thus, between December  1811 and 

Januaryy 1812, in the period immediately following the declaration of independence, the main local 

newspaper,, the Gaceta de Caracas, included several articles with critical references to the revolu-

tionaryy association. Identifyin g its members as "ragin g democrats"  while comparing the group to 

thosee "Jacobin societies"  responsible for  the terror  and devastation in the wake of the French 

revolution,, in one of these articles the author  tacitly charged the Society with favoring a kind of 

extremee equality that breaks all the ties and bonds of society destroying the consideration 

andd respect that are so necessary among Citizens (cited by Carole Leal Curiel, 1998:194). 

Givenn the existing climate of tensions between the official institution and the revolutionary 

association,, it is not surprising if there was widespread hostility among the members of Congress 

againstt  the Society, some of which explicitly referrin g to it as a dangerous "masonry"  and a 

"meetingg of Jacobins"  (ibid: 192). We also know from contemporary sources that the participation 

off  'pardos' in the meetings of the Society provoked "scandal"  among the priviledged sectors of 

Caracass who, generally, cringed at the 'inconveniences of mixing such heterogeneous 'castes'" 

(ibid::  184). 

Thee activists from the Sociedad Patriotica did littl e to assuage the anxieties of their  critics, 

theirr  iconoclastic behavior  giving ample proof of their  willingness to supplant the symbolic order  of 

thee monarchy with a republican imaginary embodied in a panoply of unprecedented discourses, 

practicess and representations. Such a willingness is nicely brought out in a passage by Leal Curiel 

wheree she addresses the symbolic innovation that was immanent in the behavior  of the members of 

thee Society. After  contrasting the relative traditionalism of the ceremonies of investiture of the 

newlyy established institutions and authorities, characterized by the superimposition of "old 

practices""  on a relatively novel redistributio n of power, the author  insists that during the period of 

thee emergence of Venezuela as an independent nation 
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thee symbolic radicalization in part came from the Sociedad Patriotica of the year  1811, 

whichh not only destroyed older  symbols (portrait s of the king), but also planted trees of 

freedomm around which it danced and sang patrioti c songs (ibid:178-179). 

AA conspicuous example of the Society's iconoclasm were the celebrations enacted in Caracas on 

Apri ll  19,1811 to commemorate the establishment of the Junta Suprema on that very day the year 

before.. On that occasion a retinue of members from the society toured loudly through the streets 

andd squares of Caracas, and "durin g the trajectory they destroyed portrait s of Ferdinand VI I  and 

repeatedlyy kicked the Spanish flag"  (ibid: 191-192). Given all that has been said about their  place in 

thee symbolic economy of the colony it is hard to come up with an act which, lik e the destruction of 

thee king's portraits , would have so effectively and succinctly expressed the Society's willingness to 

precipitatee a revolutionary ruptur e with the monarchy. No wonder  if the group's behavior, 

communicativee style and initiatives awakened the fear  of the colony's dominant sectors. As Leal 

Curiell  puts it, 

thee fear  of Jacobinism (..) was fed by the debates of the Patriotic societies, which its 

adversariess denounced as expressing the excesses of a "limitles s freedom and equality" : that 

inn the context of a republican experiment conducted (..) by 'whit e republicans' in a society 

wheree the castas predominated, especially the pardos, which did not hide their  aspiration to 

bee considered as citizens (ibid: 194 — my translation). 

Ass one would expect, this kind of radical imaginary went together  with a no less radical 

politicall  activism on the part of the members of the Society. From the moment the Sociedad Patriot-

icaa was created upon the return of Francisco de Mirand a and Simon Bolivar  from London in 

December,, 1818 until Independence was declared on July 5,1811, its members stayed on the streets 

andd squares of Caracas constantly pushing their  agenda for  Independence among the urban masses 

throughh an ongoing effort of agitation and organization. Al l throughout these months the goal of the 

Societyy remained in every case the same. Namely, to bring constant outside pressure to bear  on the 

memberss of the main rulin g body so as to move them to declare Independence. A brief summary of 
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thee main events wil l suffice to demonstrate this point. 

Onn Apri l 20th, 1810, the very next day after  the Supreme Junta had been created, the newly 

establishedd institution issued a ban invitin g the "inhabitant s of all the United Provinces of 

Venezuela""  to join Caracas in the establishment of a Congress that, on the basis of proportional 

representation,, would exercise "supreme authority"  over  the territorie s of the recently created 

Captaincyy General of Venezuela (Perez Vila, 1992a:808). From the start the decision to set up a 

neww rulin g body with representation from all the different Venezuelan provinces was couched on 

fairl yy traditionalis t terms. For  example, the "Junt a General de Diputacion de las Provincias de 

Venezuela,""  the name chosen for  the proposed institution , was explicitly linked in bans and other 

officiall  documents to the Cortes that is how the Spanish monarchical parliament was called. 

Composedd of the "nobility , the clergy and the urban bourgeoisie"  the Spanish Cortes dated from the 

endd of the XHth century and stopped meeting in the XVIt h century when the "comuneros"  or 

memberss of the Castillian communities were defeated in 1521 by Charles V in the battle of Villala r 

(ibid:807-808).. It is also useful to consider  here that the events in Caracas paralleled those going on 

inn Spain where the Regency, whose authority had as we recall been rejected by the Caracas' 

Cabildo,, was at the time also busy calling for  the celebration of Cortes with representatives from 

bothh Spain and the Americas (ibid:808). Even if inflected by liberal influences, the political 

solutionss devised in both sides of the Atlanti c to the vacuum generated by the abscence of 

legitimatee government precipitated by the events of Bayonne and the ensuing Napoleonic invasion 

weree also similarl y informed by a revamped pactist ideology. 

Whatt  set the contemporary Spanish and Venezuelan experiments apart from each other  was 

neitherr  the kind of political system that each sought to bring about, since in both cases the 

monarchicall  principl e was beyond dispute, nor  the form which this system should take which was 

commonlyy assumed to be a constitutional monarchy entailing some kind of return to an imagined 

pactismm believed to have prevailed in the past. The difference had to do, rather, with timing, that is, 

whenn such a reformulated monarchy could be said to be established. For  the Regency that time was 

thee immediate future, when the Cortes started sessioning with representatives from the entire 

monarchy.. For  the Caracas' authorities who viewed the Regency as illegitimate since it was not 

electedd by representatives from the different kingdoms such event was indefinitely postponed until 
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thee time of king Ferdinand's return to the throne; until then, the Junta General composed of 

representativess from the different Venezuelan provinces would exercise autonomous authority over 

thee entire territor y of the Captaincy General waiting for  the auspicious moment when the latter 

wouldd rejoin the other  Spanish kingdoms as parts of a single and reconfigured constitutional 

monarchy. . 

Anotherr  clear  indication of the relative traditionalism informing the Caracas' initiatives was 

thee uncertainty regarding the status of representation in the official documents. While sometimes 

thee represented entity was referred to using the generic 'people' of republican ideology, more often 

thann not this entity was explicitly and inexplicitly assimilated to the traditional "pueblos"  of the 

ancienancien régime. This is clearly expressed in the general titl e of the rules and regulations that the 

Supremee Junta from Caracas approved for  the incoming elections to the "Junta General"  that would 

governn in representation of all the Venezuelan provinces. Published since June 15th, 1810 in 

severall  consecutive issues of the Gaceta de Caracas this document was named Rules and 

RegulationsRegulations for the legitimate representation of all the pueblos in the Confederation of 

Venezuela...,Venezuela..., Although the language already betrays the uneasy coexistence of older  and newer 

politicall  vocabularies, the pluralized "pueblos"  unequivocally evokes the basic political units of the 

ancienancien régime (ibid). 

Needlesss to say, the official documents and declarations cannot be made to yield 

unambiguouss proof of unanimity concerning the character  of the political future. At least since the 

Frenchh and the American revolutions the ideas of republicanism and Independence were 

sufficientlyy in the air  for  it to be possible, on the basis of the official statements, to automatically 

rulee out any unstated desires for  radical political change on the part of all members of the Caracas' 

rulin gg institutions. Regardless of what the newly elected authorities actually did say about their 

intentionss in their  officially recorded statements, we do for  example know that a small minorit y 

amongg them entertained political ambitions that thoroughly transcended the framework of even a 

reformulatedd monarchy. All that I propose here is that whatever  the prevailing frame of mind 

amongg the political elites was, and there is evidence that at least in the initial stages of the process 

towardss Independence the vast majorit y was loyalist no matter  how many doubts and uncertainty 

eachh individual conscience had to endure, in the absence of a considerable outside pressure it is 
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unlikelyy that these elites would have readily opted for  Independence. This, at any rate, is what the 

highh levels of mass-mobilization that accompanied every major  step taken in the direction of such 

ann outcome clearly indicate. 

Alreadyy during June, 1810, only two months after  the Junta Suprema had been set up in 

Apri ll  of that very year, Jose Felix Ribas "led a crowd through the city demanding the expulsion of 

alll  European Spaniards". This mass-mobilization was in response to recent attempts by local 

Spaniardss to bring down the Caracas Junta Suprema, as well as to the news of the successful 

quashingg in Quito, Ecuador  of a similar  Junta by forces loyal to the Spanish Regency (Madariaga, 

1952:135).. The organizer  was the same Jose Felix Ribas "of the phrygean cap,"  as the historian 

Brit oo Figueroa calls him, that was well known in local circles as a Jacobin agitator  and was also 

electedd to the Caracas' Junta representing the Pardos. Closely related to Bolivar  and the other 

leaderss of the Sociedad Patriotica, his intervention may be linked to similar  attempts in other 

anticoloniall  wars to establish clear  Unes of demarcation between colonizers and colonized. Thus, 

underr  his leadership, the walls of the city were covered with printed notices asking for 

vengeance.. "Let the knife, let death be our  motto', was said in these posters in which the 

Spaniardss were described as cannibals. The Junta had to counter  with an edict promising 

thatt  adequate revenge should be taken... (ibid: 136). 

Thee posters' bloddy message anticipates the "war  to the death"  that, animated by a similar  desire to 

delineatee the two camps, just a few years later  Simon Bolivar  waged not just against the Spanish 

forcess but also against all those Venezuelan residents born in Spain or  the Canary Islands. As was 

expressedd in the edict that Bolivar  issued in the heat of the confrontation neutrality did not suffice 

toto keep one's throat from the knife. Even if "indifferent "  the local Spaniards would all be 

slaughteredd if they did not "actively collaborate with the Independence of America" . As for  the 

Creoles,, the opposite applied since, even if "guilty, "  they would all be spared by the armies of 

Independencee (Pino Iturrieta , 1992a:999). We catch here, literall y forming before our  eyes, the 

figur ee of the 'foreigner' that is such a stubborn specter  in the imaginary of the nation (Pino Iturrieta , 

1992:999). . 

Returningg to the Ribas episode, it is important to focus briefl y on the Junta's reaction to the 
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street-riotss even if Madariaga rapidly  glosses it over  after  mentioning in passing the promise issued 

byy the institution of taking "adequate revenge"  against the local Spanish conspirators. Even if 

insteadd of revenge what the institution actually took was the decision to "expel"  Ribas from the 

provincee once the local spirit s had sufficiently calmed down (Madariaga, 1952:136), just by faking 

acquiescencee to the demands from the streets the Junta Suprema began trodding the path of 

concessionss that would end with Independence. To pledge revenge against a group, no matter  how 

small,, of local Spaniards identifying it as the 'enemy' was, already, to give in under  pressure to the 

termss of a proto-nationalist discourse having as its main discursive axis the clear-cut demarcation 

betweenn 'us' and 'them', natives versus foreigners. This is the case even if in doing so the Junta tried 

too take the edge away from the rioters' manichean logic by moving away from their  blanket 

condemnationn of all local Spaniards into the discreet identification of only a few as the punishable 

culprits .. Inadvertently or  not, in somehow allowing the association between 'enmity' and 

'foreignness''  to crystallize in official discourse the junta was taking a step the seriousness of which 

iss clarified when one considers the large numbers of Spanish-born individuals who had both 

supportedd the decision to assert self-government and who, moreover, participated as active 

memberss in the Junta that was formed in its wake. The magnitude of the concession made to the 

forcess of radicalism hinged, precisely, on the Junta's acquiescence to a discursive logic that 

introducedd a sharp overall demarcation where none was officiall y allowed before. Thus, even if the 

distinctionn between 'natives' and 'foreigners' was indeed structurall y relevant to the colonial 

situation,, at least in some crucial respects during the colony all local inhabitants were considered to 

belongg to the same universal monarchy. Without terminating such a shared sense of belonging by 

enforcingg a radical parting of the ways no declaration of Independence was, of course, thinkable. 

Thee logic of the situation enunciated above according to which it was the relentless pressure 

fromfrom  the streets that ultimately accounts for  the decision to declare Independence becomes clearer 

ass one nears the momentous date of the declaration. During the days immediately preceding that 

datee the agitational activities by members of the Sociedad Patriotica as well as the pressure from the 

mass-demonstrationss in streets and other  public places kept a constant crescendo. Finally, they both 

reachedd paroxistic heights on the night preceding the declaration staying there all throughout the 

nextt  day up to the very moment when it was resolved that Venezuela became an independent 
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nation.. A brief review of the main events demonstrates this point. The initia l call for  the creation of 

aa governing body made of representatives from all over  Venezuela that would jointl y rule the 

Captaincyy in the name of the deposed king was met through the celebration of elections in all the 

Venezuelann provinces, the majority , that had followed Caracas' example in disobeying the authority 

off  the Regency. The elections took place between the months of August, 1810 and January, 1811 on 

thee basis of a two-degree system which, as was usual at the time not only in the Americas but also 

inn Europe, restricted the franchise to male property-owning adults with a fixed place of residence. 

Finallyy on March 2,1811 and "wit h the Supreme Juntas' attendance"  was installed in the city of 

Caracass the Congress which resulted from this electionary process, composed of deputees from the 

provincess of Caracas, Cumana, Barinas, Margarit a and Merida (Perez Vila, 1992:808). Coro, 

Maracaiboo and Guayana on the other  hand remained loyal to the Spanish Regency. 

Onlyy the pervasive habits of a nationalist historiography can account for  the insistence with 

whichh Venezuelan historians use the designation "Constituent Congress"  to refer  to the above 

assembly,, thereby telescoping what was a largely unforeseeable outcome into a series of antecedent 

eventss obeying a largely different logic. If one listens to the contemporary actors speak nowhere is 

"constituent""  to be heard before July 5,1811, the date in which Independence was declared. During 

thee months preceding that date the expression used to designate the rulin g assembly that was 

convenedd for  the first time a few months before on march of that very year  was that of "Congreso 

Supremoo de Venezuela"  (ibid:809), without the adjective "constituent"  making an appearance in the 

officiall  documents. Indeed, nothing in the public statements that were issued before the beginning 

dayss of July indicate that the recently established institution had as its purpose "constituting " 

anything,, even less an independent nation. The discursive terms in which these public 

pronouncementss were couched evidence the rather  more modest ambition of simply rulin g the 

Captaincyy until the time in which the King was retimed to hiss throne. And, for  this goal, any 

impressionn of novelty was anathema, least one offended the already soar  sensibilities of the 

monarchy.. Meaning a joinin g of will s to achieve a common purpose the castillian word "congreso" 

was,, then, more than adequate for  an institution whose explicit aim was not to create anything but 

justt  preserving the lands of the Captaincy for  the king, no matter  how much by its very existence 

thiss institution was actually joltin g the existing order  of things. 
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Anyy cursory examination of the founding oath whereby the "Congreso Supremo de 

Venezuela""  was instituted serves to demonstrate the point. Thus having met in one of the city' 

privat ee mansions, and after  electing a provisional president, the Congress' representatives moved to 

thee Caracas' Cathedral in what is nowadays Plaza Bolivar  where they swore the following oath 

administeredd by the Archbishop of the province: 

Doo you swear  by God and the Holyy Gospel that you are going to touch, and do you promise 

too preserve the Fatherland and defend its rights and those of the Lord Don Ferdinand VII , 

withoutt  the slightest relation or  influence from France; in independence from any form of 

governmentt  from the Iberian peninsula, and without any other  representation than that 

whichh resides in the General Congress of Venezuela; to oppose yourselves to any other 

dominationn wishing to exert sovereignty over  these lands, or  impede its absolute and 

legitimatee independence, when the Confederation of its Provinces deems it convenient; to 

maintainn pure, unscathed and inviolable our  Sacred Religion, and to defend the mystery of 

thee Immaculate Conception of the Virgin  Mary our  Lady... (ibid:809 - my translation) 

andd so on and so forth . So much for  the common view of the significance of the events of the 19th 

off  April , 1810 as a direct forerunner  of the declaration of Independence on July of the next year. 

Becausee unless one overinterprets the repeated use of the word "independence"  taking it for 

anythingg than what it actually is was, namely, the assertion of temporary sovereignty by the local 

politicall  authorities over  the territorie s of the Captaincy, everything in the quoted oath exudes 

ferventt  loyalty to both the imprisoned king and to one of the main pillar s of the monarchy, namely, 

thee holy catholic church. 

What,, then, could possibly explain that in the space of just a few months the Venezuelan 

representativess were weaned from such an undivided loyalty at least to the king (the Church was an 

altogetherr  different matter) so as to declare Venezuela independent? Bring in the pressure that the 

urbann crowds exerted from both streets and squares, as well as from within the very precinct of 

Congresss and you wil l have an important part of the answer. At least since July 3,1811 this 

pressuree kept steadily mounting reaching climactic heights on the night of the 4th and all 

throughoutt  the next day. It did not subside until the words declaring Venezuela Independent were 
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mett  with an uprorious applause by the jubilan t crowds that were assembled in the bars (Lollet 

Caldenn,, 1992:609). And in all this ferment the Sociedad Patriotica of course had a good hand, to 

thee point that already by the end of June, 1811, there was talk in Caracas of the existence of two 

parallell  congresses, the Congreso Constituyente and the Jacobin organization. Of the two, the latter 

wass widely believed to be bent on replacing the former. 

Thee labor  of agitation began almost from the moment in which the Society was created, 

whenn in January, 1811, just arrived with Simon Bolivar  from England, Francisco de Mirand a 

startedd doing political work among the urban masses in Caracas. As Madariaga puts it, his "firs t 

tacticss aimed at conquering the streets and the colored crowds"  for  the purpose of declaring 

Independencee from Spain (Madariaga, 1952:52). Months of intense activity and "fier y speeches for 

Independence""  followed, for  example, those delivered on Apri l 19,1811, during the already 

mentionedd first  anniversary commemoration of the establishment of the Supreme Junta when, "wit h 

indefatigablee loquacity"  Mirand a "showed himself ever  ready to support"  the claims of the crowd 

(Ibid) .. Al l this revolutionary activity in the streets was, in turn, inspired and informed by the 

discussionss that every evening took place in the meetings of the Sociedad Patriotica which, 

accordingg to Madariaga, were 

oftenn tumultuous and always lively. About two hundred memberss took part, some of them 

memberss of Congress who, disgruntled because their  views had not prevailed in the official 

parliament,, came to air  them again in the unofficial one (ibid: 153). 

Thesee rowdy gatherings were in stark contrast with the meetings taking place in Congress where its 

members s 

endeavoredd to hold its debates in the calm which its own dignity and the place it met in [the 

chapell  of the University] required. This was not always easy, for  the sittings were public, 

andd the crowd did not always respect or  even understand the demeanor  of their  deputies 

(ibid::  154). 

Inn all likelihood it was due to the street-pressure that he brought to bear  on the institution that 
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Mirandaa was finally given the seat in Congress that was previously denied to him on account of his 

welll  known European career as a revolutionary. With Miranda's incorporation to Congress the 

Sociedadd Patriotica finally gained an invaluable foothold within the institution. From then on all the 

popularr pressure that was patiently built up in the outside could be converted within Congress itself 

intoo attitudes and decisions favorable to the cause of Independence. The pressure over Congress 

wass so great that some of its members proposed without success that it should be moved to another 

cityy where its deliberations could proceed without the "demagogic presence" of the Sociedad 

Patriotica.. The fact that "in this heated atmosphere, Congress passed a Declaration of the rights of 

thee People" assuring them of their sovereignty should also be taken as evidence of the considerable 

mass-pressuree to which the Institution was exposed, even if, as Madariaga dryly notes "only 

landownerss were to vote" (ibid: 155). 

Thingss finally reached a climax when, "under strong pressure from the Patriotic Society" 

Congresss had, "at last," to engage in debates regarding the validity of extricating the Venezuelan 

provincess from the Spanish monarchy (ibid: 154). The convenience of Independence had already 

beenn "widely debated" in the meetings of the Society since "at least the end of May, 1811" (Lollet 

Calderin,, 1992:609). Therefore, when during the first days of July Congress finally addressed the 

issuee the event may be regarded as a triumph of thee association's revolutionary agenda. The 

evidencee suggests that from the start the discussions were carried out in an atmosphere of 

intimidationn induced not just by the relentless pressure from the crowds assembled in the bars but, 

also,, by the attitudes and initiatives from the main leaders of the Society. Thus, for example, at one 

pointt one of the main supporters of the Spanish cause within parliament raised his voice to 

protestt against the violent and tumultuous attitude of some members of the Patriotic 

Society,, including Bolivar, who came armed to the bar, to intimidate the wavering deputies 

(Madariaga,, 1952:155). 

Althoughh on July 3, during the course of the day, Congress suspended deliberations on the topic of 

Independence,, the debate "was, of course, revived that very night in the hotter atmosphere of the 

Sociedadd Patriotica" (ibid). On that occasion Bolivar delivered a rousing speech that, telling from 

thee insistence with which local historians cite some of its passages, must have been one of his more 
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memorable.. After  denying the existence of "tw o Congresses,"  Bolivar  went on to answer  the 

hesitatingg atmosphere prevailing in the official assembly with the following, "vehement plea for 

boldnesss and swiftness"  (ibid): 

Congresss is discussing what should have been decided already. And what do they say? That 

wee must begin by a Confederation, as if we were not already confederated against a foreign 

tyranny.. That we must wait upon the results of the policy of Spain: what is it to us that 

Spainn sells her  slaves to Bonaparte or  keeps them, since we are resolved to be free? Such 

doubtss are the sad consequences of the chains of old. That great designs must be prepared 

withh calm: are three hundred years of calm not enough? The Patriotic Society respects 

Congresss as it must, but Congress must hear  the Patrioti c Society, a center  of light and of all 

thee revolutionary interests. Let us fearlessly lay the foundation stone of South American 

liberty .. To hesitate is to be lost (cited by Madariaga, 1952:155). 

II  have several reasons for  having cited from Bolivar' s speech at some length. First, in order 

too convey some of the sheer  caliber  of his discourse, something that I wil l have few other 

opportunitiess to do again in what remains of this dissertation. Confronted with the decisionistic 

energyy that is gathered in the above speech, itself resulting as much from its sheer  enunciative force 

ass from the popular  pressure backing its words and on which the speech's very success as a 

felicitouss performance was largely contingent, it is not altogether  surprising if even the more 

hesitatingg deputies were eventually bullied into Independence. Second, as a highly reliable 

testimonyy of the wavering atmosphere that, up to the very last moment, prevailed in Congress. 

Givenn Bolivar  unwavering stance towards Independence it is unlikely that he would have insisted 

onn the dissension within Congress if it was not a real impediment to the realization of his designs. 

Finally,, third , for  what this speech already tells us concerning some of the discursive strategies that 

goo into the erasure of a democratic space of contestation and its substitution by a unitary wil l 

paradingg as the wil l of the majority . Focusing briefl y on these strategies is crucial for  the light they 

throww on the nineteenth century processes that, over  time, issued in the fetishization of the 

Venezuelann state. 

Pointss two and three are closely related since it was precisely the wavering atmosphere in 
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congresss that called for the decisionism in Bolivar's speech. Not only that, the efficacy of his 

interventionn was largely contingent precisely on its ability to translate doubts regarding a variety of 

looselyy interconnected subjects into doubts concerning the proper timing for the declaration of 

Independence.. Thus, the passage quoted above is traversed by the assumption that while the 

congresss representatives may have differed regarding such timing they, on the other hand, were all 

off  one mind as to the need to declare Independence. In other words, Bolivar's strategy consists in 

thee erasure of a space of contestation and heterogeneous enunciations and its substitution for a 

generalizedd 'we' that, as such a unified, homogeneous entity may be conveniently addressed, berated 

andd jolted into action by the authoritative T of the speaker. Explicitly invoked twice at the 

beginning,, in the passage above this 'we' is posited as the collective subject responsible for the 

seriess of delays which indefinitely deferred the goal that was already agreed upon by the 

congressmen. . 

Butt was such an agreement actually there or was it fabricated by Bolivar's discourse? In 

otherr words, was it fact or was it fiction? It is enough to juxtapose briefly information gleaned from 

thee records of the debates in Congress with Bolivar's claims in order to realize that the latter was 

moree likely the case. Thus, it is true that during much of the period preceding the declaration the 

memberss of Congress were busy arguing about the convenience of a confederation but, at least 

explicitly,, such a form of government was not at all proposed as a preamble to Independence. 

Again,, it is indeed possible to detect in the debates as well as in other contemporary sources an 

atmospheree of expectation regarding "the results of the policies in Spain". Yet nowhere, to my 

knowledge,, are such "results" explicitly construed as that which should be known before 

implementingg an already existing decision of walking away from the foil of the Spanish monarchy 

(Perezz Vila, 1992:810; Hebrard, 1998:197-215). Indeed, as Bolivar puts it without however 

drawingg the necessary implications, why at all "wait" if the representatives were already "resolved 

too be free"? What would have made any such "wait" particularly puzzling is that the "resolve" of 

whichh Bolivar speaks but cannot be independently verified in the records coincided with the 

momentt at which the monarchy, or whatever was left of it, was at its weakest, thus, incapable of 

quashingg any possible Venezuelan designs. So puzzling, in fact, as to render unlikely that any 

existingg expectation among the congressmen had at all the significance claimed by Bolivar. 
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Deprivedd of any empirical substance, such claim appears for  what it probably was: a rhetorical 

sleightt  of hand aimed at positing the existence, as if it had already been there, of an underlying 

"resolve""  which the representatives' idle "wait "  would have unnecessarily postponed. Contrary to 

whatt  Bolivar  claimed all the available evidence suggests that far  from having been there, as an 

attitud ee that most Venezuelan congressmen would have shared, both "wait "  and underlying 

"resolve""  were fabrications of Bolivar' s discourse, rhetorical means of imposing a revolutionary 

agendaa by redefining the very terms of the political debate. 

Althoughh perhaps less obviously, pretty much the same may be said about Bolivar' s thir d 

query.. Thus, it is not clear  if the "calm"  that Bolivar  mentions corresponds, as he claims, to any 

actuall  mood in Congress regarding the need to take time for  implementing the "great design"  that 

alll  its members would have shared. Or, as is more likely, if such "calm"  was the appeal that some 

flusteredd congressmen leveled at a few revolutionary hotheads in order  to appease them. In other 

words,, a punctual reaction from a few alarmed individual s which, again, Bolivar  conveniently turns 

intoo the shared attitude of a collective "we"  wavering for  no good reason at the very brink of 

Independence.. It is, of course, true that at the time of Bolfvar  's intervention the monarchy was still 

thee prevailing institutional framework. This, in itself, strongly advises against taking any official 

declarationss as the transparent expression of the underlying intentions of the congressmen. Yet, 

givenn the amount of pressure that both the masses and the leaders of the Sociedad Patriotica 

broughtt  to bear  on Congress during the period preceding the declaration of Independence it is 

unlikelyy that, at least among the majority , such intentions would have been greatly at odds with 

whatt  is registered in the documents. Rather  more likely is that this majorit y had to be forcefully 

bulliedd into acquiescing to the designs of the radical minority , and that Bolfvar' s masterful speech 

wass among the finishing strokes in this bullying strategy. 

Afterr  alluding in true enlightenment fashion to the Sociedad Patriotica as "a centre of light 

andd of all the revolutionary interests,"  Bolfvar  ended his speech with an urgent appeal to "lay the 

foundationn stone of South American liberty" . Given the rising political temperatures in Caracas, one 

wouldd expect such an urgent appeal to have achieved almost instant resonance. And, telling from 

thee mass-demonstrations in all the streets and squares of the city on the day following Bolfvar' s 

interventionn this, indeed, was the case (Brit o Figueroa, 1987:1291-1292). Something similar  may 
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bee said of the potent, uncompromising "light" that the Patriotic Society managed to project through 

thee medium of Bolivar's speech. That is, one would also expect that, reached by such a forbidding 

glare,, any remaining "shadows" that the "doubts" induced by the "chains of old" still mayy have cast 

wouldd have rapidly vanish making room for "liberty's" shadowless "stone". 

Oncee again, the events in Caracas on July 4th bore ample witness to this second 

expectation.. On that very day, following Bolivar's speech and after having approved his motion to 

declaree Independence, the Society commissioned Dr Miguel Pena to convey its resolution to 

Congress.. From this moment on political events succeeded one another at a truly dizzying pace. 

Givenn the rapidity with which the last remaining obstacles on the way to Independence dissolved in 

thee wake of Dr Pena's arrival in Congress, one is justified in thinking that he joined the assembly 

envelopedd in the forbidding glare that the speech of the night before had projected. Only such a 

hypothesiss can possibly account for the extraordinary circumstance that a collective body which, 

untill  then, had been gnawed by undecisiveness and just plain disagreement, in less than 24 hours 

movedd to declare Independence, even if its true that the scruples of the representatives had already 

beenn softened by months of intense agitation and popular unrest. Perhaps most decisive in this last 

regardd were the just mentioned riots that shook Caracas all throughout the day of Dr Pena's speech. 

Thus,, "on July 4, 1811," during the hours preceding his intervention, and 

afterr having listened to the speeches of the most impetuous members of the Sociedad 

Patriotica,, Caracas' "rabble" carried out violent street actions in support of Francisco de 

Mirandaa who, as a result of this pressure, managed from within the Constituent Congress 

itselff  to convince the pusilanimous and to defeat the conservative tendencies which 

predominatedd in that Dead Sea that Congress was, according to the young Simon Bolivar's 

aptt designation (Brito Figueroa, 1985:88). 

Yet,, crucial as the above circumstances indeed were to Dr Pena's success, they should not 

blindd us to the sheer performative magic in the speech that he delivered before Congress. It is as if 

byy uttering in front of the assembled congressmen the words "we detest Ferdinand VTI," Pena had 

completedd Bolivar's job of the night before finally bringing into existence the being of the 

assemblyy as a unified, homogeneous subject. Once constituted, so to speak, apres-coup by the 
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performativ ee magic of the speaker  as such a collective "we,"  a homogeneous entity once and for  all 

petrifiedd in its hatred of the Spanish monarch, the assembly could go on to adopt the series of 

decisionss that issued in the birt h of Venezuela as an independent nation. This is how Madariaga 

describess the series of events which rapidly followed after  Pena's intervention: 

underr  a tumult from a rowdy bar  Congress voted a motion to consult the Executive. But the 

Executivee answered that very day giving its blessing to the idea. That night Caracas gaily 

celebratedd the anniversary of the independence of the United States. The next day, the hall 

off  Congress was crowded by an eager  public which uproariously applauded the republicans 

andd hooted and booed the moderates. The President reported the affirmativ e answer  of the 

Governmentt  and Mirand a rose at once asking for  an immediate declaration. Before the 

morningg was over, Congress, with the one exception of Father  Maya, voted in favor  of 

independencee amidst the wildest enthusiasm (Madariaga, 1952:156 - my translation). 

Itt  is perhaps possible to gain a more accurate sense of the spirit s which, at the time, had seized the 

revolutionaryy crowds in Caracas by contrasting Madariaga's somewhat benign version of the 

circumstancess surrounding the declaration of independence with another  contemporary account of 

whatt  Madariaga's "gail y celebrated"  might have actually meant, at least from the perspective of 

somee of the city's more privilegedd sectors. Writte n just a few years after  the main events by the 

"apostatee and resentful mulatto Jose Domingo Diaz" , in this account the author  suggests that what 

forr  some in the city might indeed have been 'joy' was for  others 'terror' , and that the latter  sentiment 

wass largely provoked by the spectacle of the former. Thus, this is how in his Memoirs from the 

Caracas'Caracas' Rebellion Diaz describes the mood of the celebrations that took place in Caracas on July 5, 

1811,, in the wake of the declaration of independence: 

duringg the whole day and night the atrocious but indecent furies of the revolution violently 

agitatedd the seditious spirits. I saw them run through the streets in their  short sleeves and 

ful ll  of wine, screaming and dragging the portrait s of His Majesty, which had been torned 

fromm every place where they were to be found. Those crowds of men from the revolution, 

black,, mulattoes, white, Spaniards and americans, ran from one square to the next, where 
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ravingraving orators inclined the rabble towards license and unruliness. Meanwhile, hidden in 

theirr houses, all the honest men barely dared to watch the passerbies from their half-opened 

windowss (Diaz, 1829:33 - cited by Brito Figueroa:88). 

Britoo Figueroa quotes further from Diaz's testimony where he implicitly suggests that the successful 

bidd by the Sociedad Patriotica for independence largely rested on the armed support which the 

associationn received from the "rabble". Not only that, Diaz clearly indicates that the early successes 

whichh the government that was installed in the wake of the declaration earned against the loyalist 

forcess before things turned around and the masses switched sides are also attributable to this armed 

support.. Thus, according to him, during the first stages of the revolution the "colored crowds," to 

usee once again Madariaga's expression, stayed firmly behind the revolutionary authorities, backing 

withh their unruly behavior "the violent decisions (that) became the norm" of the Government that 

emergedd with independence (ibid). 

Butt I am running ahead of my narrative since only in the next chapter I will be able to 

addresss the just mentioned events in the context of other momentous developments which already 

prefiguredd the kind of state imaginary that is the subject of this dissertation. For now, I must assert 

somee provisional closure ending this chapter at the moment when the existence of Venezuela as an 

independentt nation was sealed. On July 7th, just two days after independence was declared, 

Congresss voted on the document containing the declaration. Titled Declaration of Independence of 

thee American Confederation of Venezuela this document was, in turn, "presented to the Executive 

onn the 8th" (ibid). It was on this occasion that the separation of Venezuela from the Spanish 

monarchyy was finally sealed, an event with truly unforeseen and catastrophic consequences that still 

nowadayss weigh heavily on the Venezuelan nation. In the next chapter I will explore some of these 

unforeseenn consequences, among which the crystallization in the latter part of the nineteenth 

centuryy of a state imaginary that only now is beginning to show any discernible cracks surely counts 

ass momentous. 

ExcursusExcursus on the postcolonial crowds 

Butt before bringing this chapter to a close I must focus briefly on the crowd which, as a 

stubbornn presence, accompanies in Madariaga's passage above all of the main closing events on the 
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pathh to independence. Notice that it was "under  a tumult from a rowdy bar"  that Congress voted to 

consultt  the Executive, and that the pressure did not subside until the very end when the goal of the 

radicalss was achieved. Thus, all throughout the deliberations the crowd "uproariously "  supported 

thee "republicans"  and "booed"  the "moderates"  until , finally , greeting the votes for  independence 

"amidstt  the wildest enthusiasm". What status should one assign to this crowd that, when not 

altogetherr  suppressed or  overlooked, insists under  one sign or  another  as a fantasmatic presence in 

soo many accounts of Independence and of its bloody aftermath, both in those written by 

contemporariess as in more recent versions where contemporary historians invoke the popular 

sectorss in the service of one or  another  interpretation of the main events? 

Addressingg the above question requires that one confronts the contrasting roles that the 

massess have been assigned in the literature. Is it the case, for  example, that as in many accounts 

concernedd with endlessly polishing an heroic version of Independence, the urban crowds were just a 

shadowyy accompaniment to the actions of the main protagonists, the malleable instrument that the 

elitess from the competing camps used in order  to further  their  own designs? Or, alternatively, did 

thesee crowds along with the rebellious slaves from the plantations and other  subaltern sectors from 

bothh city and countryside together  amount to one of the two camps in the vast class struggle which 

wouldd encapsulate the largely silenced, unofficial trut h of the period? This, of course, is the status 

off  the Independence crowds in most marxist accounts, of which the writing s of the Venezuelan 

historiann Federico Brit o Figueroa provide a conspicuous example. Whatever  the gains are, and there 

aree indeed some important ones to be had from such an approach, interpretin g Independence and its 

aftermathh through the grid of class struggle results in serious simplifications. Often assigning to 

eachh of the struggling sectors well defined interests and identities given in advance of all historical 

vicissitudes,, such interpretations usually amount to the massive reduction of the complexities of the 

historicall  record to the terms of a stark, simplified dichotomy. Given once and for  all, in most 

marxistt  accounts the antagonistic transactions between the main terms placed in opposition rigidly 

orchestratee in advance the trut h of the historical period, regardless of historical conundrums or  of 

thee various actors' ideals, predicaments or  intentions. 

Whatt  in their  eagerness to unlock the trut h of the period by unilaterally wielding one or 

anotherr  master  interpretativ e key-be it class struggle, heroic exemplarity, or, as it sometimes 
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happens,, a combination of both—the above perspectives overlook is the novel, unprecedented socio-

culturall  syntax which, at the time, emerged in the wake of the King's likely disappearance. As I 

arguedd earlier, neither  of the main actors that entered the historical stage around independence may 

bee said to have trul y preexisted this momentous event and the drastic syntactic rearrangement of the 

sociall  landscape which came about in its wake even if, of course, it is always possible to fashion 

coloniall  antecedents on the basis of these actors' post-colonially achieved identities. It is within this 

novell  syntax that the independence crowds became reflexively constituted as a horizontal 

collectivityy internally rent by radically conflicting tendencies. Namely, the desire on the one hand to 

cashh in on the promise that was immanent in the novel republican vocabularies and, once and for 

all,, become the seat of a novel form of sovereignty. And, on the other, its predicament as a 

supernumeraryy multitud e which, forever  in excess of the liberal polities emerged with 

independence,, was denied through legislation and other  means the sovereign role which, otherwise, 

muchh like a mirror , republican ideology held before the entire local population. 

Thee crowd's supernumerary predicament was not new since, as I have argued, especially in 

thee closing decades of the colony the existence of an excess population weighed ever  more heavily 

onn the available social structures and existing systems of classification. What according to my 

argumentt  was unprecedented is how, with the king's demise and the emergence of novel republican 

vocabularies,, the independence crowd became reflexively constituted as a relatively autonomous 

force.. Constituted as such both in the gap between its own excessive predicament and the idealized 

rolee to which it was destined by republican ideology and within the novel societal landscape which 

openedd up at the time, along with the emergent elites and the state the postcolonial crowds became 

onee of the main actors or  forces making up the triangulated space emergent with Independence and 

too which, up to now, sociality has been largely beholden in Venezuela. 

Withi nn this novel space the social significance and status of the crowd is not prescribed in 

advance,, and neither  are those of the other  constituent forces. Rather, these forces' relative status 

andd significance shift within the caleidoscopic figures that, through their  very interactions, they all 

ceaselesslyy enact. Since, within these changing figures, every actor  or  force is forever  answerable to 

thee other, thus, always already beckoned by its demands, pressure, and expectations, neither  may 

everr  be said to be in possession of interests and identities that precede their  reciprocal engagement. 
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Thee very being and identity of what, at any given time, counts as either  the 'state', the 'elite' or  the 

'masses''  will , therefore, depend on the state of these entities' reciprocal relations, hence, on the very 

figur ee formed through the latter. It is therefore a considerable simplification to, for  example, assign 

oncee and for  all the popular  sectors to the Spanish camp during the initia l stages of Independence 

onn account of one or  another  intrinsi c trai t such as their  presumed backwardness and superstition. 

Thee same may be said of more elaborate versions where an alleged allegiance of the crowd to the 

Kin gg during this initia l period is predicated on class positionality as the unalterable given that 

wouldd have inexorably pitted the popular  sectors against their  'natural '  enemy, the white aristocracy. 

Thee least one can say of the above perspectives is that they fly in the face of the available 

evidence.. I have already suggested how, far  from having always been opposed to Independence, at 

leastt  in the city of Caracas the urban crowds where highly instrumental in bringing it about through 

thee relentless pressure that they exerted on the local authorities. Indeed, it is hard to understand how 

Independencee could have at all been declared without a considerable popular  backing. As I wil l 

indicate,, especially in chapter  six, it is only in later  phases of the struggle that the popular  masses 

switchedd allegiances with the insurgents forced to bring them back to their  foil not, however, 

withoutt  first having paid quite a high price in human lives and destroyed property. As for  the white 

aristocracy,, it is hardly more possible to pin on this sector  a set of unchanging attitudes, 

characteristicss or  predispositions than on the popular  masses. Whatever  one may wish to say about 

thiss sector, as I have already suggested one thing that is certain is that it was not given once and for 

alll  as a monolitic bloc. Rather, what in the literatur e is often retrospectively identified as the elite of 

thee Independence period on close inspection appears as somethingg far  more unwieldy: more lik e a 

smatteringg of splinters from the ancien regime's shattered sociality driven everywhere by the strong 

windss of change which blew at the time. 

Lookingg back on the turn of events already sometime after  Independence had been declared, 

inn 1812, a royalist observer, don Juan Bautista de Arrillaga , described the situation of the dominant 

sectorss in terms that not for  being somewhat simplistic were in some crucial respects any less 

accurate: : 

wee may place the men that alternatively have been agents in the terribl e contrasts of things 
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thatt  for  more than two year  have occurred in these provinces due to the Revolution in three 

classes::  the first,  the engines of the Revolution, those evil men without morals... that.. 

managedd to organize a faction and take over  command dragging behind them other  men, 

incautious,, mercemary, greedy,... fascinated with the hope of exaggerated happiness... to the 

pointt  of being able with that force to trample over  everything that opposed their  wicked 

ideas.... The second, those neutral men that... an excessive care for  their  interests ... have 

placedd behind the most powerful... And the third , those who put their  faith on God, Nation 

andd King... (cited by Carrera Damas, 1986:64). 

Onlyy by some sort of dialectical conjuring trick would one manage to detect in the above passage a 

full yy constituted elite, a class "i n itself'  glued by shared objective interests and outlook even if, "for 

itself,""  all that one sees is a range of disjointed elements maddeningly vying for  hegemony. 

Arguably,, it is precisely out of such a struggle that something like a more or  less homogeneous elite 

mayy be said to have emerged from the struggles for  Independence, as the dust from the battles 

somewhatt  settled and the winning factions more or  less succeeded in imposing their  own particular 

outlook,, definitions and designs as the exchange values of an entire social category. But even 

sayingg this would be a considerable simplification. All the main actors and forces, including those 

thatt  eventually gained the upper  hand, underwent considerable transformations during the course of 

thee struggle, to the point that venturing a continuous identity for  either  one of them is quite a 

hazardouss proposition. Even those that eventually came on top at the end were by then the outcome 

off  so many transformations, fissions and fusions that it would be impossible to unproblematically 

mapp them, as a group, onto any of the sectors precariously poised at the beginning. And, perhaps 

moree important, within the changing constellations which all these forces formed in the course of 

theirr  struggles neither  ever  had the complete ability to affect or  mold the rest without 

simultaneouslyy being affected or  molded by the environment in which they all acted. 

Itt  is this dimension of vulnerability , the very fragilit y of any and all subject positions within 

highlyy antagonistic social fields that is frequently overlooked. While falling prey to a questionable 

decisionism,, in their  eagerness to arrive at the underlying truth of the period by pinning down the 

objectivee identities and interests of the mains social actors and forces many accounts often trade the 

complexx and fluctuating syntax of appearances for  a collection of timeless, unchanging essences. 
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Thuss it is that readers are often treated to a more or  less elaborate list of what elites, popular  masses 

orr  leading heroes did or  did not do, decide or  failed to decide according to their  preexisting interests 

andd identities while, all along, overlooking, that such 'identities', 'interests' and 'decisions' were 

themselvess belatedly constituted in a field of differential and, often, highly antagonistic relations 

whichh antedated them. Whatever  underlying 'truths ' may result from such a reductive operation, 

theyy are the result of a backward glance which retrospectively fixates the reality beneath the flow of 

appearancess but misses how what at any time counts as such a reality is itself made and unmade by 

meanss of complicated transactions and through the very play of appearances. 

AA case in point is offered by the work of the Venezuelan historian German Carrera Damas. 

Inn some respects Carrera is the Venezuelan author  to whom my own arguments come closest, 

havingg considerably benefited from his ideas especially those regarding the crisis of Independence 

andd the establishment of the cult of Bolivar  in the 1870s and 1880s during the regime of Guzman 

Blanco.. Nevertheless, important differences remain between his and my own approach. Thus, to my 

knowledge,, Carrera is the only Venezuelan historian to have seriously taken into account the 

momentouss significance that the disappearance of the Spanish monarch had for  the crisis of 

governmentalityy that opened in its wake and which the declaration of Independence and the ensuing 

civill  wars at least momentarily resolved. Yet, contrary to what I argue here, for  him the king's 

disappearancee did not issue in the emergence of any unprecedented socio-cultural syntax. It merely 

exposed,, making it visible, what was already there and what the presence of the King through his 

representativess merely served to disguise or  mollify . Namely, the existence of a relatively unified 

elitee in each of the Venezuelan provinces rulin g over  the various subaltern classes whose interests 

andd identities, much lik e those of the elite, would have also both preexisted and survived the crisis 

off  Independence. According to this argument, while the presence of the King somewhat mollified 

thee harshness of this social predicament, cushioning the impact between the existing classes, its 

disappearancee generated a crisis of governmentality of vast proportions as the different social 

sectorss faced each other  across the existing divides without any intervening mediations. 

Thee problem with this style of analysis is that it subordinates all existing complexities and 

ambiguitiess to a telos that would inexorably dictate in advance the directionality of the historical 

process.. This can be easily illustrated with the just quoted passage about the "thre e classes"  of men 
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activee in the crisis of Independence. While I have reproduced this passage from Carrera, he draws 

onn it to support conclusions that are considerably at odds with those advanced here. ITius, for  him 

thee differences between the agents invoked in this passage do not suggest any fragmented social 

predicamentt  or, even less, the relative autonomy of the political as the means whereby interests and 

sociall  identities were contingently articulated in a highly volatile and antagonistic social field. 

Rather,, he interprets these differences as merely expressing the contrasting outlook that members 

fromm the same, objectively existing social class had on the means to reestablish that class' 

hegemonicc control over  the rest of the population, greatly jeopardized as it was as a result of the 

monarch'ss recent disappearance. In sum, according to Carrera, all that the crisis of independence 

amountedd to is the vast problem of governmentality which the king's disappearance posed to the 

rulin gg elites of the time, prompting a range of conflicting responses among its members. In this 

argumentt  some members from these elites were blinded by their  allegiance to the Spanish monarch, 

therebyy loosing sight of the long term interests of the ruling class as a whole. Others, however, by 

whichh Carrera means the faction favoring Independence, would have kept their  sights glued to those 

interestss realizing that these were better  served by breaking away from Spain. 

Forgett  all about the visions, interests or  outlooks expressed by the different social actors, 

theirr  indecisions, finite circumstances, fluctuating allegiances or  troubled forms of identification. Or 

evenn about the fact that many of those whom Carrera identifies as elite representatives were willin g 

too immolate themselves in the name of ideals which only the most contrived dialectical logic could 

unproblematicallyy assign to the defense of narrow class interests. One wonders, for  example, about 

thee kind of class logic which someone like Simon Bolivar  was furtherin g when he saw his vast 

familyy fortune consumed by the flames of the Revolution before dying poor  and exiled in 

Colombia,, rejected by those very Venezuelans which he had given all to set free. The following 

passagee by Castro Leiva identifies well the dilemmas posed by this blindness vs insight kind of 

epistemology: : 

Inn order  to account for  the emergence of our  nations, in their  republican form, it is not 

enoughh to have recourse to the dialectical explanations of the maxist historiographical 

narrativ ee which regards these nations as the economic, liberal-bourgeois creation of Creole 
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elitess anxious to preserve the structures of domination which they inherited from the ancien 

régimerégime and concerned with the imitation of the french revolution. Doubtlessly, after the 

fact,fact, those projects can be understood from the perspective of those interests of domination; 

butt  that historiographical reconstruction has always lacked the political scope that the 

politicall  voices from this past had for  the configuration of their  own republicanism and of 

theirr  conception of liberty . To ignore those voices is to ignore the causal force which that 

neglectedd but nonetheless operative past had for  their  actors and the decisive weight that the 

JacobinJacobin question eventually achieved over  the revolutionary or  progressive political culture 

whichh has remained with us until now. Even more so in recent times, when we know that 

thee economic causes which we so profusely used to privilege are not nearly as efficient as 

wee once thought or  believed that they were (Castro Leiva, 1991:72-73). 

II  would only add to the preceding that, no matter  how crucial, it is not just the "causal force"  of the 

"politica ll  voices"  of the past that must be taken into account if one wishes to apprehend the 

generativee force of a political imaginary that, crystallized during the Independence period, indeed 

"hass remained with us until now". As insightful as they are, Castro Leiva's ideas in the passage 

abovee still assume that political ideologies somehow float over  the social field which, then, they 

wouldd inflect from their  lofty, external position. Even if it opens analytical possibilities overlooked 

byy other  interpretations one would still have to make a similar  kind of objection to this "idealist" 

formulatio nn as that which I just made to the "materialist "  alternatives advanced by authors such as 

Carreraa Damas or  Brit o Figueroa. Namely, that it prejudges in advance the directionality of the 

historicall  process by finding its broader  outlines inscribed beforehand, in this case in the scripts 

whichh the different social actors would have carried around full y formed in their  "Jacobin"  or 

"monarchical""  heads. 

Betterr  perhaps, in a Deleuzian vein, to regard political ideologies or  actors' intentions as 

materiall  forces themselves operative in the same plane of immanence as are all the other  material l 

forces,, constraints and events. That is, far  from standing above anything else as either  a 

predeterminingg framework or  as a gaseous emanation from a more basic underlying ground in this 

formulatio nn political ideologies, texts or  events are understood to relate to each other  "but all on the 

levell  of effects". In other  words, 
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alll  are effects of a common dynamic that is contained neither  in the concepts, nor  in the 

texts,, nor  in the events, but is located in their  interstices, inhabiting the space of their 

interrelationn (Dean and Massumi, 1992:12). 

Thee implications of the above vis-a-vis, for  example, the "Jacobin"  ideology espoused by the 

factionn vying for  Independence is that, in and of itself, such an ideology was deprived of all causal 

force,, its efficacy itself being contingent on its status as one "effect"  among many of the shared 

dynamicss within which the popular  masses or  the elites also became constituted as horizontal, and, 

inn hindsight, one might even say statistically imaginable and enumerable social groupings. Released 

byy the decomposition of the absolutist monarchy this "common dynamics"  in turn issued in the 

recomposition,, in its wake, of a novel social space articulated by an unprecedented syntax of 

images,, ideas, events and social groupings. Originated in the (at least partial) collapse of the ancien 

regime'sregime's particularisti c hierarchies, both the ideologies and the social groupings emergent within 

thiss novel space were informed and propelled by a similar  universalist logic and vocation. In other 

words,, both ideologies and social groupings sought to fill-up  with one or  another  horizontal mortar-

-aa spatial imagining of the community as seamless, horizontal body, for  example, or  the actual 

massingg of bodies in horizontal, imaginarily vacant space~the void that the crumbling hierarchies 

hadd left. 

Whatt  the just mentioned universalistic impulse meant with regard to the emergent and 

competingg ideologies of the time is that, even before the demise of the monarchy, each in their  own 

wayy strived to fill  the gaping void engendered by the ancien regime's failing sociality with one or 

anotherr  horizontal imagining of the community. It was this abstract, horizontal space that the 

variouss ideologies peopled with the 'people' understood as the seat of a novel form of sovereignty. 

Suchh a sovereign 'people' was, of course, variously construed as the competing formulations either 

restrictedd its scope to just a few categories or  extended it to include the population as a whole. Yet, 

rangingg between the poles of utter  exclusion or  complete inclusion, there is nevertheless something 

thatt  these various constructs had in common. Whether  restricted to the propertied classes or 

expandedd to include the dispossessed masses, which the Jacobins liked to imagine revolutionaril y 

distendedd as a crowd, in every case this new sovereign, the 'people', was envisaged as a horizontal 
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arrangementt  of symmetrical, abstractly exchangeable units. 

Somethingg similar  to what was just said of the novel ideological constructs may be said also 

withh respect to the new collective identities and largely unprecedented forms of political action 

datingg from at least the time of the French Revolution. TTius, if the novel ideologies imaginaril y 

envisagedd public space filled with a horizontal 'people', the homogeneous citizenry' of the 'nation' , 

thenn the social actors released by the ancien regime's crumbling sociality claimed peoplehood 

preciselyy by just doing the filling.  In other  words, citizens assumed their  appointed role as the 

nation'ss homogeneous mortar  by stepping out of their  particularisti c niches and massing-up as 

crowdss in the emergent public spaces. No wonder  a contemporary historian has referred to the 

"revolutionar yy crowd"  as a distinctively novel phenomenon emergent in and around the time of the 

Frenchh Revolution (Rudé, 1959:9,196-197, 208-209,232-236). Yet, one might ask, which had 

precedence,, texts or  contexts, the ideologies or  the social practices? What, for  example, was 

happeningg every time that the novel social agents massed-up in public to rowdil y claim their  rights 

ass a collectivity? Was it simply a matter  of an acute sensitivity to the political interpellations hurled 

att  them from some more lofty, enlightened spheres? Did it all, in other  words, simply come down to 

thee "causal force"  compressed in a few aristocratic "voices"  from that "past" ? 

Theree are, of course, no easy answers to these questions other  than to say that, probably, to 

startt  with they are wrongly posed. Neither, on the one hand, the images and ideologies, nor, on the 

other,, the practices, material events or  bodily performances may be said to have had any real 

precedence.. To repeat, these expressions "al l are effects of a common dynamics". A "dynamics," 

moreover,, that dwelled in neither  of these expressions taken by themselves but "i n the interstices" 

bothh joinin g and separating them all. For  example, in the interstices between ideological texts and 

massedd bodily performances. Thus, if in some respects one may argue that part of the masses' 

politicall  energies during this age of revolution issued from the ideological refigurings current at the 

time,, a similar  claim may be made the other  way around. The novel ideological constructs 

themselvess answered to, were inflected by the ongoing reshaping of public spaces and collectives 

identitiess under  the aegis of an overriding "logi c of equivalences". 

Justt  as in the heat of pressing circumstances such a universalizing logic relentlessly 

translatedd hierarchical differences, compartmentalized habituses or  largely incommensurable 
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experiencess into homogeneous, exchangeable qualities and identities, on their  part enlightenment 

ideologiess were busily equalizing everything according to the strictures of an all-encompassing, 

universalistt  logic. But, more importantly , all this was not just a matter  of the interaction between 

full yy formed ideologies here and preexisting social identities and practices there. Rather, at stake 

wass a "dynamics"  bursting like electric spark from within the interstices among partly-formed-

partly-inchoatee entities, imaginings, texts, practices or  experiences to zig-zagg its incandescent way 

backk and forth across entire fields of immanence. Infusing minds as much as bodies, social 

practicess as much as ideological representations, it is in this dynamic back and forth that political 

agenciess and events, texts, images or  massed bodily performances inflected and modified each 

otherr  as forces emergent in and belonging at the same level to a shared field. 

Too return to the relations between the crowds and the various sectors which at one time or 

anotherr  claimed to represent them during Independence and after, what the above means is that 

neitherr  of these two terms may be said to have had any real precedence over  the other. It is not, for 

example,, as if the leadership of the Sociedad Patriotic was an enlightened bunch bent on 

demagogicallyy manipulating the masses so as to impose a revolutionary agenda even if, indeed, 

manipulationn might have been often an issue. Both leadership and masses were, rather, "effects of a 

commonn dynamics,"  so that neither  may be said to have been in possession of interests or  identities 

previouss to or  uninflected by their  reciprocal engagement. The radical "Jacobin"  designs entertained 

byy the leadership of the Sociedad Patriotica were themselves just one "effect"  of an epochal 

"dynamics""  already subjecting all existing distinctions to a universalistic, radically equalizing logic. 

Moreover,, this leadership's very self-understanding and identity were themselves inflected by 

somethingg far  more unwieldy than just a bunch of readings from their  favorite enlightenment 

authors.. Just like these radical texts, the very self-identity of the local revolutionary leadership was 

itselff  emergent within "a common field"  undergoing a drastic rearrangement largely as a result of 

thee unexpected disappearance of the monarch. 

Beyondd any existing social or  economic privileges one might say that, understood here as an 

emergentt  socio-cultural syntax, within such a field the Jacobin aristocratic leadership from the 

Sociedadd Patriotica were at least doubly interpellated as political subjects. That is, on the one hand, 

byy the radical texts and images from the French Revolution which positioned these young Jacobins 
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inin  an inextricable relation to the crowd, as, in other  words, the leaders and spokesmen of a 

tumultuouss 'people*  discursively envisaged as the source of a novel sovereignty. And, on the other, 

byy the "colored crowds"  that, through their  very public presence, insistently beckoned them to 

realizee their  leadership potential by providing the masses with actual guidance and concrete venues 

off  identification. Interpellated as political subjects at the fraught junctur e between texts and 

contexts,, ideological formulations and forms of mass political participation , the white leadership 

fromm the Sociedad patriotica were always already dislocated vis-a-vis any preexisting form of class 

affiliatio nn or  identification. Made extrinsic to any preexisting location by the "common dynamic" 

inhabitin gg the "interstices"  between "texts"  and "events,"  it was precisely in those liminal junctures 

thatt  their  very identity as political subjects was itself belatedly constituted. 

Invokin gg the above "dynamic"  of course does not account for  the precise reasons why, in 

adoptingg a radical Jacobin agenda, a particular  segment from the local aristocracy opted for  a 

subjectt  position so seemingly at odds with their  preexisting status and privileges. That is, it doesn't 

telll  us precisely why they choose to become revolutionary radicals and not, for  example, elitist 

republicanss or  monarchical liberals to name just some of the alternative subject positions available 

att  the time. Whil e it is probably impossible to answer  this question fully , in order  to further 

illuminat ee the reasons behind such a choice one would have to delve deeper  than is possible here 

intoo the kinds of constraints, circumstances and antagonisms to which this strata was subjected. 

And,, even then, it still would be necessary to make room for  the uncertainty of circumstances and 

thee mysteries of freedom. But what an attention to such a "common dynamics"  can illuminat e is the 

force-fieldd which, at the time, was always already taking things out of joint into a terrain where to 

becomee a Jacobin was to find one's own agency and identity by answering affirmativel y to one of 

thee crucial possibilities available at the time. It was, in other  words, to choose for  a path were the 

agent'ss own viabilit y was made contingent on the affirmativ e relation to the crowds as the beyond 

vis-a-viss which one became constituted as a subject. 

Iff  by such an affirmativ e act the young members from the local white aristocracy positioned 

themselvess as leaders of the revolutionary crowds, they simultaneously made themselves vulnerable 

too these crowds very whims and conflicting desires. They, in other  words, became caught in a field 

off  forces which preceded them while constraining their  alternatives in advance as well as the very 
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formm that their leadership could possibly take. As for the revolutionary masses, it is true that in 

somee very important respects their very self-identity and aspirations were shaped by the conflicting 

agendass whichh the different competing factions during the Independence period addressed to them. 

Nevertheless,, the relation was not nearly as arbitrary as has been posited in a large part of the 

literature.. To begin with, the image of the crowd as griped by superstition and a blind allegiance to 

thee monarch is probably false. As I explore in some detail in a later chapter, what such accounts 

usuallyy overlook is that the main camps in struggle were all liberals, that is both the monarchical 

andd the republican camp espoused competing forms of liberalism with an emphasis on equality of 

representationn and citizens right. What separated them was the allegiance to the King. So when the 

massess switched from the republican to the monarchical camp, they were not giving up tenuously 

entertainedd republican ideals for their deeply entrenched love of hierarchy. They were opting for an 

alternativee form of republicanism. It would be easy to multiply here the evidences showing the 

extentt to which the pardos at the time were committed to an agenda of freedom and equality, 

regardlesss of whether at any given time they opted for Independence or a monarchical affiliation. 

Too pay attention to this more or less tacit more or less explicit republicanism of the masses is to 

realizee the extent to which they, as much as the different varieties of leadership were subject to the 

"commonn dynamics,, of the period. Also, to realize that, far from a malleable instrument on the 

handd of an enlightened leadership, the "colored crowds" were one of the crucial forces active at the 

time,, decisively inflecting with their predispositions, mood and allegiances the very course of 

events.. I will now end this chapter with an image of the popular crowd gathered in Caracas' main 

publicc square in the main dates which a retrospective glances has fixated as the main landmarks on 

thee path to independence. During all the main crucial journeys issuing on July 5,1811 in the 

declarationn of independence it was probably the forceful presence of this crowd both inside the 

hallss of parliament and outside in the main public square that explains why the decision to make 

Venezuelaa Independent was finally taken.14 

14.. My understanding of social interests and positionalities as themselves belatedly constituted within a field of 
antagonisticc forces and relations is informed by Laclau's illuminating discussion (Laclau, 1990:3-85). 


